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A B ST R A C T
The purpose of this dissertation is to study two different generalizations of the 
optimal control problem based on the Vidale Wolfe-Advertising Model. The first 
problem is an infinite horizon free endpoint one-dimensional version of the Vidale- 
Wolfe optimal control problem of advertising in time varying markets. A solution is 
obtained for this problem. Then a thorough proof using the m ethod of dynamic pro­
gramming is presented to verify that this solution is optimal under reasonable m ar­
ket conditions. The second problem is a finite time fixed endpoint two-dimensional 
version of the Vidale-Wolfe optimal control problem. Normal optimal trajectories 
are obtained for this problem. A thorough proof using the Pontryagin Maximum 
Principle is then presented under reasonable market conditions.
C H A P T E R  1: IN T R O D U C T IO N
In this dissertation two generalizations of the Vidale-Wolfe Advertising Model 
[1] from economics are thoroughly analyzed and solved as singular optimal control 
problems. In order to better understand these problems, a general optimal control 
problem is defined and several im portant terms and tools used in analyzing this 
problem are described. A standard formulation of a general optimal control problem 
is as follows. The object is to minimize a cost functional
T
J{x 0 ,u)  =  /  f °( t ,  x( t ) ,u( t ))dt
to
over a given subset T  of measurable control functions u with values in a set 
U C !Rm, subject to the constraints
x{t) =  f { t , x ( t ) , u( t ) )  and x( t0) =  x 0,
where x(t) E !Rn and T  is a nonnegative extended real number. The functions 
u E  T  are called controls and the vector x(t)  is called the state of the system at 
time t.
To illustrate the above problem two elementary examples are given.
E x am p le  1. The Pendulum Problem:
suppose a pendulum is displaced so tha t it is at an angle 6q from its rest posi­
tion and it has an an initial velocity of 6q. If no further interference is allowed, 
the motion of the pendulum satisfies the equation 6 +  2bO +  k 26 =  0 , where 
b and k  are positive constants. Now, the object of the control problem for this 
pendulum is to apply a controlled torque or external force u to the pendulum in 
order to return it to rest in the minimum amount of time. If torque is applied
1
2to the pendulum, the equation of motion becomes 0 +  2bQ +  k 26 — u. Now 
u(t)  is the control function and this problem is the case where, with the above 
notation, a: =  ( s i , ^ ) ,  f ( t , x ( t ) , u ( t ) )  = (x2, —k2xi  — 2bx2 +  u ), 
x(0) =  (00, 0O), a n d x ( T )  =  (0,0). Since time is to be minimized, the cost is 
simply the final time T.  Thus, f °( t ,  x(t),  u(t)) =  1.
E xam ple 2. The Classical Problem of Calculus of Variations: 
the classical problem of calculus of variations is a problem with 
f ( t , x ( t ) , u ( t ) )  = u( t ), x(to) = xo, and x(T)  =  x t - The object of the
T
problem is to minimize the cost functional f  f ° ( t , x ( t ) , x ( t ) )d t  over all differ-
to
entiable functions x  with x  piecewise continuous. For example, if n  =  1 and 
f ° ( t , x , x )  = 2t tx v T T  x 2, the solution gives the curve through (to,xo) and 
(T ,x(T) )  that produces the surface of revolution with minimum area.
Several terms arise in describing special cases of the general optimal control 
problem. The term finite time describes those problems in which T  is a nonnegative 
real number, the term infinite horizon describes those problems in which T  =  oo, 
the term  fixed endpoint describes those problems in which a terminal point x(T) ,  is 
fixed, and the term free endpoint describes those problems in which no conditions 
are placed on the terminal point.
Two im portant functions are frequently used to analyze and solve optimal 
control problems. First, is the Hamiltonian, which is defined for the general optimal 
control problem as
H( t , P , x ,  u) =  p0f ° ( t , x , u )  + p  ■ f ( t , x , u ) ,
where po € H , p £ IRn , and P  = (po,p). Second, is the value function,  as is used
3in dynamic programming. It is defined as
T
v{s,y) = inf [ f°( t ,x{t ) ,u( t ) )dt ,
3
where x(.) is the trajectory determined by u(.) starting at y  at time s. Two other 
im portant terms also arise out of the use of the Hamiltonian. First is the term  
normal  which refers to the cases in optimal control problems when po is strictly 
negative and hence may be normalized to -1. The remaining cases, where po =  0, 
are referred to as abnormal cases. Second, is the term singular, which describes 
problems in which the Hamiltonian can be zero on an interval for every admissible 
control.
The Vidale-Wolfe Advertising Model describes the relationship between the 
rate of sales, the rate of investment in advertising, and the profit generated by the 
sale of a certain product produced by a single company. In this model, the total 
sales rate of the given product for the entire industry or market is an upper bound 
on the sales rate for the company in question.
The first problem examined in this dissertation is a free endpoint infinite hori­
zon singular optimal control problem involving a time-varying market function. 
This problem is analyzed in detail and the optimal solutions are found and verified 
in chapter 2 using the value function and the Verification Theorem of Fleming and 
Rishel [2].
T h e o re m  (The Verification Theorem).
Let Q be a subset of IRn+1, M  be a closed subset of lRn+1 with a nonempty interior, 
and V(s , y )  be a C 1 solution of the partial differential equation
min{Vs +  Vy • f ( s , y , v )  +  f ° ( s , y , v ) }  = 0, (s,y)  G Q,v£U
which satisfies the boundary condition V(s, y) =  0, fo r(s ,y ) G M.  Let (to, xq) 
be a  point of Q, u 6  J7, and x  be the corresponding solution of 
x(t)  =  f ( t , x ( t ) , u ( t ) )  with initial condition x( to) =  xq. Then V( t , x( t ) )  is a 
nondecreasing function of t. Suppose u* is a piecewise continuous control in T  with 
corresponding trajectory x* such that
V s ( t , x * ( t ) )  +  V y ( t , x * ( t ) )  ■ f ( t ,x*(t ) ,u*(t ))  +  f°( t ,x*( t ) ,u*{t ))  =  0,
for t G [to, T], then u* is an optimal control in the class T  and V( s , y )  is the value 
function.
The second problem examined in this dissertation is a fixed endpoint finite time 
singular optimal control problem involving two products, each with a different sales 
rate and a different rate of investment in advertising. In this problem the market 
function for one product is constant and for the other product is the company sales 
rate for the first product. This problem is analyzed in detail and solved, in the 
normal case, in chapter 3 using the Pontryagin Maximum Principle [3] as stated 
below.
T heorem  (Pontryagin Maximum Principle).
Suppose the control process x — f ( t , x , u )  is C 1 with bounded measurable 
controls u(t) defined on the finite interval to < t < T  with u(t) G U C lRm. 
Let T  be the set of all admissible controls tha t steer some fixed initial point 
xo G IRn to some fixed final point x\  G lRn. Let / °  be a C 1 function. If u*(t) on 
0 <  t < T  is minimally optimal in T  and x*(t) is the corresponding state of the 
system, then there exists a nontrivial adjoint response P*(t)  G H n+1 such that
5(i) H(t ,P*(t ) ,x*( t ) ,u*(t ))  =  maxH( t ,P*( t ) , x*( t ) ,u )  almost everywhere,
u £ U
(ii) maxH(P*( t ) , x*( t ) ,u)  =  0 if H  does not depend on t, 
u&A
(iii) Po* =  0, P *  =  ~ ^ { t , P * ( t ) , x * ( t ) , u * ( t ) ) ,  for i =  1 and
(iv) P0* <  0.
C H A P T E R  2: A  O N E -D IM E N SIO N A L  
IN F IN IT E  H O R IZO N  PR O B L E M
§1. S tatem en t o f th e  P roblem
The free endpoint infinite horizon problem (P ) based on the Vidale-Wolfe ad­
vertising model with a time-varying market is given as follows:
OO
dmize ,/(n) =  J ( A x ( t )  — u(t))e ptdtmaxi
*0
over all measurable control functions u(t) > 0 subject to the constraints
x(t)  =  0 ^ 1  -  -  Px (t)> and x (to) =  x 0,
where 0 <  to <  t <  oo, A,a, /3 ,p  > 0 ,  0 <  xq < m(to),  and
m(t):[to, oo) —> (0 , oo) is a given C 2 function.
The Vidale-Wolfe advertising model describes the problem in economics of 
maximizing the profit J  from the sale of a single product over time. This is done 
by controlling the rate of investment u in advertising. The product has a sales rate 
x  and a total sales rate or market m  for the entire industry. The change in sales 
rate for the product is determined by the rate of investment in advertising and the 
portion of the total sales rate (1 — for the industry controlled by the competition. 
Then another term —f3x is added to represent the rate at which customers would 
forget about the product if it were no longer advertised. In the profit function 
one term, representing revenue from sales, is directly proportional to the sales rate. 
From this, the rate of investment in advertising is subtracted to determine the actual 
profit at a given time. This amount is then multiplied by e~pt, which accounts for 
the rate of inflation.
6
The purpose of this chapter is to give the solution to this problem for a general 
time-varying market function under the most general possible conditions. It has 
already been solved when m(t)  is a constant function by Sethi [4]. The finite time 
version of this problem has also been solved in the special cases where 
m(t)  = M e xt if 0 <  t < Ti, and m(t)  = M e XTl if Ti <  t < T, where 
A E {—/3,0) U (0, oo) and M is positive, by Dorroh and Ferreyra [5] and [6]. The 
optimal feedback control for this problem contains impulses for certain values of xq . 
In order to deal with such controls in a standard manner, the time t  is parameterized 
as is done by Dorroh and Ferreyra [5]. The result is the new optimal control problem 
(P):
OO
maximize J(u,  r)  =  J ( A x (s )t (s ) — u(s))e~pt^ d s
o
over all measurable control functions u(s) >  0 and r(.s) >  0 subject to the con­
straints
x'(s) = a (  1 ----- 7I7T t V ( s) - (3x ( s ) t ( s ) ,  x(0) =  x 0,
t'(s) =  r(s ) , t (0) =  to, and t (oo) =  oo,
where 0 <  to <  t < oo, A, a, (3, p > 0, 0 <  xq < m(to),  and the function m(t)  is
defined as in (P).
The problem (P ) is actually a generalization of (P ) since (P ) becomes (P ) when 
t  = 1. On the other hand, r  = 0 corresponds to the case where u is impulsive in 
(P ), which means tha t the trajectory x  makes a jum p in the (t ,x)  plane since t does 
not change but x  changes. The parameterization in (P) has the effect of introducing 
a second control r(s). When r  is positive the equations can be normalized so that 
t  — 1 since r  was introduced to (P ) through a change in variables. The following 
approach is taken to solve (P ). First, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is used 
to deduce necessary conditions on the optimal controls and trajectories. Then the
8value function is computed explicitly. Finally, a verification theorem proves that in 
fact we have found the optimal synthesis.
The following conditions are assumed throughout:
(C l) A a  > p+(3,
(C2) S(f) > “0, and
(C3) & ( ! $ )  <  (p + * $ )  4 j ,
where R  = \J(pm — rh)2 +  4Aa(j3m2 +  mm).
In the context of economics, condition (C l) implies that it is profitable to 
invest in advertising at a sufficient level to retain a nontrivial share of the market. 
Condition (C2) implies tha t the size of the market cannot decrease too rapidly and 
condition (C3) implies that the rate of change in the size of the market cannot 
increase too rapidly.
Some examples of C2 functions m  that satisfy the above conditions are 
m(t)  = t r for any real value r  >  0, m(t)  = eXt for A >  — (3 and m(t)  = ln(f +  c), 
where c is a constant greater than one.
§2. D erivation  o f C onditions for O ptim ality
The value function for (P ) is defined by
OO
V(to,  x-o) =  sup J ( A x ( s ) t ( s )  — u(s))e~pt^ d s  (1)
o
over all r(.s) >  0 and u(s) >  0. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for (P) is
ma x { Q u  + R t }  = 0, (2)
T,U> 0
9where
Q(t ,x)  -  a ( l  e Pt
and
R( t , x )  = Vt - V xp x  + Axe~pt.
Any equation of the form (2) is satisfied in only the following four cases:
(i) Q < 0, R  <  0, u =  0 and r  =  0,
(ii) Q <  0, R  — 0, and u = 0,
(iii) Q =  0, R  <  0, and r  =  0,
(iv) Q — 0 =  R.
The first case will never arise since u =  0 =  r  would mean tha t no change in 
state is possible. In case (ii) any trajectory ( t(s) ,x(s))  must have a nondecreasing 
first coordinate and a decreasing second coordinate. In case (iii) any trajectory must 
have a constant first coordinate and a nondecreasing second coordinate. This means 
tha t case (ii) holds above the curve on which case (iv) holds and case (iii) holds 
below it. The curve on which case (iv) holds will now be determined nonrigorously 
while assuming tha t V  is C2 along it. This curve will later be shown to be a turnpike 
for the problem. In this case, Q = 0 implies
^ x a{\  — x I m { t ) y  ^ xx m( t )a ( l  — x / m ( t ) ) 2
Vtx = Vxt =
—pe pt m(t )  xe  pt
a ( l —x / m ( t )) (m ( t ))2 a ( l  — x / m ( t ) )2
On the other hand, differentiating R  =  0 with respect to x  gives
Vtx -  PVX -  f3xVxx +  Ae~pt = 0 .
Thus, Q — R  — 0 implies
xrh + pm2(l -  %) p m 2 _  _
a m 2( 1 — — )2 a m 2( 1 — — )2'  771 ' ' 7 7 1 '
(3)
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Multiplying (3) b y — a ( l  — ^ ) 2 results in
2 '  x xm(t )
&)
A a ( l  —\  m(t)  J  \  m(t)  J  m( 2 ~  P =  0 . (4)
It is easy to see th a t (4) is equivalent to
Consider the smaller root x  =  x(t)  of (5). Then
pm — m  + R
x  =  m  — , where R  is as defined in condition (C3). (6)
2 A a  
Then
dx . pm — rh +  [2(pm — m)(pm — m) + 4Aa(2f3mm +  m2 +  m m) \ / 2 R
—  = m --------------------------------------------- —-------------------------------------------- , (7)
dt 2 A a
where m  — m(t),  rh = m(t) ,  and m  =  m(t).
§3. N ecessary  C onditions on th e Turnpike
In order for a piece of the curve x(t(s))  to be a feasible trajectory, it is necessary 
tha t 0 <  x(t) < m(t)  for each t € [to,oo). This will be shown to be the case under 
conditions (C l) and (C2) in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
L e m m a  1 . Suppose (C l) and (C2) hold. Then x(t) >  0 for to <  t < oo.
Proof:
It follows from (6) tha t 2Aax  '•= (2A a  — p)m + m  — R,  and from (C l) and (C2) 
that, m  >  —(3m > — (2Aa — p)m.  Then (2Aa  — p)m  +  m  > 0. Therefore,
(2A a  — p)m  +  m  — R  > 0 iff
[(2Aa — p)m + rh]2 > R 2. (8)
Thus, it is sufficient to show that
(4A2a 2 — 4Aap  +  p2)m2 +  (4 A a  — 2p)rnm +  m 2 >
(4Aaf3 +  p2)m2 + {4Aa — 2p)rhm +  m 2,
which is true iff
(4^12q;2 — 4Aap)m2 — (4Aa(3)m2 >  0.
After factoring, the left side of this inequality becomes 4A a [ A a — (p + (3)]m2, which 
is positive by condition (C l). Hence (2A a  — p)m + m  > R,  which proves the lemma.
L e m m a  2. Let to < t < oo. Then x(t)  <  m(t).
Proof:
By (6) it is sufficient to show that
—pm +  m  <  R.  (9)
This follows from the definition of R  and (C2).
Another necessary condition for a piece of £ to be a feasible trajectory is that 
x  satisfy the differential equation
12
for some admissible control u. Here r  >  0 since the trajectory x  contains no jumps
in the (t , x ) plane. Taking r  =  1, the only control function tha t can be used to
travel along the curve x  for any interval of time t of positive length is the control
x'{t(s)) + f ix(t(s))  
u \s ) — /  \  •
In order for u to be an admissible control, it must be nonnegative. This will be 
shown to be the case in Lemma 3.
Lem m a 3. Suppose condition (C3) holds. Then «(s) >  0 for 0 <  s <  oo.
Proof:
By condition (C3), ^  — ( p  +  (m )’ which is equivalent to
( g  +  P - £ - 2* » ) & ( £ )  0 >  rh
( 2 ^ - p + S - 5 ) ( 5 )  _ m '
Lot F(t) =  1 -  ( p -  £  +  g )  /2Aa = £ .  Then
a < 5 )  -  m o  -  S ) ( - s S )  +
m  = 2 A a
( £  +  p - £ - 2^ ) £ ( £ ) ( 12 )
2 ^ « ( 5 )
Combining (11) and (12) produces the inequality +  fi > Multiplying both 
sides of this inequality by F m  yields
(F + f iF)m > - F m .  (13)
Next (13) is rewritten as F m  +  F m  > —fiFm.  This is x'  > —fix, which proves 
the lemma.
The conclusions from the first three lemmas are sufficient to ensure tha t x(s)  
is a feasible trajectory for the problem (P).
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§4. S ta te m e n t a n d  V erifica tio n  o f O p tim a lity
Define
Oi =  { ( t , x ) : t  G [0, oo) and 0 <  x  <  x(t)  },
^2  =  { {t,x ) '• t G [0 , oo) and x(t) < x  < m(t )  },
fl3 =  { (t ,x(t))  : t G [0, oo) }.
m(t)
x(t)
t
F ig u re  2.1: A n  ex am p le
As an example, consider Figure 2.1, where A  = 0, a  =  1, /? =  0.5, p =  0.5, 
and m(t)  =  ln(i +  3).
T h e o re m  1. Assume that conditions (C l), (C2), and (C3) hold and that 
(t, x)  G [0, oo) x (0,m(t)).  Then
a) The optimal controls for the problem (P ) with initial condition x(0) =  x  and 
t(0 ) =  t are:
b) The optimal trajectories for this problem are:
K M  =  {
x t x ( s ) = <
t for ( t ,x)  G fill,
t + s for (t, x) G O2 U O3,
' m(t)  +  (x — m(t))  exp(—as /m( t ) )  for ( t ,x)  G fii,
for (t ,x)  G fi2,
x(t*) for (t ,x)  G fl3.
c) The value function V ( t , x ) for this problem is defined as Vi(t,x)  for 
(t ,x)  G fti, i = 1,2,3, where
m(t)e~pt , / m(t)  — x ( t ) \  T. , . .  ..
V ^ x )  =  - 4 -  In 4 1 ) +  V3(t ,x(t)),
a  \ m (t) ~  x
V2(t ,x)  =
—x A  
P + P
el3t[e-(p+p)T1 _  e-(^+/3)tj + V3(Tux(Ti )),
where Ti =  Ti ( t , x )  G (0 ,00) is the time at which the state hits fi3,
OO
V3( t ,x( t ))  =  J {Ax ( t * )  -  u{s))e~pt'ds,
0
where each formula holds as long as (t*,x*) remains in the set fij which contains 
(t ,x).  Here t* stands for t ^ x (s) and x* stands for x ^ x(s).
Proof:
The proof will be based on the Verification Theorem as given by Fleming and
15
Rishel [2]. Note that for (t, x)  in O2 , x l x(s) is a decreasing trajectory with respect 
to s. Moreover, t* increases in O2 as s increases, since t ^ x (s) = t +  s. Then for 
(t* ,x*) originating in O2 , x* must descend to the curve x  in a finite amount of 
time since x%x(s) -4 0 as t* -4 00. This means tha t in a finite amount of time 
Ti =  T\ ( t , x ) ,  any optimal trajectory starting in O2 will switch to O3 .
If (t*,x*) originates in Oi,  then t* is constant and x* x is an increasing function 
of s. T hat is, the optimal trajectory jumps vertically in the (t , x)  plane to the point 
(t,x(t,)) and then switches to ^ 3.
The functions Vi, i =  1,2,3, result from using the controls and trajectories just 
described. Now it remains only to check that the function defined in c) satisfies the 
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (2). To do this, let
it will be shown that
Qi( t , x )  =  0 and Ri ( t , x )  <  0 for (t , x ) G Oj, 
Q2(t ,x)  < 0 and R 2( t , x ) =  0 for (t , x ) € O2 , 
Qz{t ,x)  =  0 =  Rz( t , x )  for (t ,x) E 0 3.
Let (t , x ) E Oi,  then
Thus, for all (t , x ) E Oi, Qi ( t , x )  — 0. It will be shown in Lemma 11, that under 
the same conditions, Ri  (t , x)  <  0 .
It will also be shown that R 2(t ,x)  =  0 in Lemma 5 and Q2{t ,x) < 0 in 
Lemma 9. From the above arguments and Lemmas 5, 9, and 11, it will follow that 
Rz( t , x)  =  Qz{t ,x)  =  0 if (t , x ) =  (t ,x(t)).  To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, it is 
sufficient to show that the function V  is C 1 along the x  curve and therefore that it
Qi(t ,x)  = a l  1 -  j VitX -  e pt and Ri ( t , x )  = Vi>t -  V^xf3x +  Axe pt. Then
and
16
is C 1 everywhere. This will be done in Lemma 12 by showing tha t the derivatives of 
V  w ith respect to t and x  exist on the x  curve. Hence, the function V  is continuous 
and C 1 everywhere, so by the Verification Theorem, and Lemmas 4 through 11, 
whose proofs follow, Theorem 1 is proven.
Let (t ,x)  G H2. Then the trajectory starting at (t , x ) determined by u = 0 
and r  =  1 is given by x(s)  =  xe~@3 =  x e where t(s) =  t +  s.
This trajectory will hit the curve x  at a time T\  =  T\( t ,x) .  At that point
x(Ti)  =  x e ~ ^ Tl~t'). This notation will be used in Lemmas 4 through 12. In the 
next lemma the partial derivatives of T\  are determined.
L e m m a  4. Let T\ =  T i ( t , x ) be as defined previously, then
(a)
dTx _  ^
dx  f t (Tx) + (3x{Tx) 
dTx (3x(Ti)
{b) dt  f  (Tx)+(5x(Tx) '
P ro o f:
To prove (a) the partial derivative with respect to x  will be taken on both sides 
of the equality x(Tx) = xe~f3('Tl~t\  and to prove (b) the partial derivative with 
respect to t will be taken on both sides of the same equality. First, taking partial 
derivatives with respect to x  results in
=  e - f W - t )  _
dt ox ox
From the above equation, it follows that
8 Tx _  e - W - t )  x(Tx) /x
dx f ( T l ) + p x e - ^ T i - d  f  (Tx)+Px(Tx)
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This proves (a). Secondly, taking partial derivatives with respect to t results in
§  (M)
Now, from (14) it follows that
3Ti _  p x e - ^ - 1') 0 £(Ti)
dt ~  M ( T l ) + f3xe-MTi-*) ~  § ( T O + ^ T i ) '
This proves the Lemma.
L e m m a  5. In 112, R 2(t ,x)  =  0.
P ro o f:
By definition
V2 (t ,x)  -  ~ xAef f -\ e-^P+^ Tl - e~(p+P)t
P +  P
OO
] + J  (Ax(Ti  +  s)) — u(s))e~p(Ti+s  ^ds.
Then
~ V 2 ( t ,x)  = Z ^ ^ [ e-(P+P)Tl _ e- (p+^t ] + x A e 0 t [e-(p+p)Tl ^ l _ e-(p+0 )t]
0
-  J { A x {Tx +  s) -  u { s ) ) e - P ^ sU ^ j
OO
However, by the definition of u(s), 
o
- J ( A x ( T i  +  s) -  u(s))e-PlT' +a>ds
[  ( A 2 (T i  +  ») -  ! ^ l p l ± S M I l + A ] e - p i T ,^ ) dl  
J  V «fl  -  iin±£l 1 /
00 a ^ i  m (T 1+ a) J
d
dTi
, . £'(«;) + f i x{w) \  _A x ( w )  \ e pwdw
a  1 x ( w )m( w)
= (Ax(Ti)  — I (Ti ) )e~pTl,
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where I ( w ) is defined as
x ' (w ) +  (3x(w)
I (w)  =
a (1 _  M ly m ( w )  J
Above, the fundamental theorem of calculus and the change of variables w ■ 
have been used. Similarly,
=  ^ eH e+ m T ' ~  e_ ,P W )‘1 +
Now,
R 2{t ,x) = ^  -  Px ^ ~  +  A xe~pt
=  - ^ ep .[e - ( P + P ) T l _  e - (P + /3 )* ]  +  x A e P t [e - ( p + P ) T ^
- f3x ,\e~(P+P)Ti _  e~(p+P)t
P + PL r  1 r'
f)rr  1
(Ax(Ti)  -  I (Ti ) )e~pTl + Axe~pt
'] +  x A e ^ e - ^ 7^
dt
Axe  pt — x 2A/3el3te (p+&Tl
a x H d
+  ( p x ^ T  ~ ^ ) { A x { T x) - I { T { ) ) e - p^  + Axe~pt
( P XJ ^  ~  ~ ) [ ( ^ ( T i ) - / ( T 1) ) e - ^  -  A x e ^ e - ^ ^
but by Lemma 4,
„ m  m  „ 
P x a T  ~  s T  =  a
Thus, R 2 (t ,x)  = 0 and the Lemma is proved.
Ti +  s
(p+/3)tj
L e m m a  6 . In O3, Q2{Ti, x(Ti))  = 0.
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Proof:
First,
Q2{t ,x) -  a  1 -
x
m
A e  \ - ( p + 0 ) T i _  e - ( P + 0 ) t )  +  I { T l ) e - ^ d T l
P + P dx
-  e~pt.
(15)
where I  is as defined in Lemma 5. Then,
A e  0 T l  ( r - l P + P ) T l _
. P + P
( e - ( p p y x i  e - ( p + f 3)Ti)
— e pTl
a
- 1
&(Ti) \  
m p r , ) )
x ( T1) \ ( x ' ( T 1)+(3x(T1)
-pTr
a [  1  -
UTi)
* (T ,)
- 1 -pTi
which equals zero. This proves the Lemma.
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L e m m a  7. Let (x , t ) £ O2 , A £ [0,1], and let x\  and m i  denote x(Ti)  and 
m (Ti), respectively. Then -  l^ A  -  ^1 -  < 0.
X\
m \ TTl i
P ro o f:
First, let F(t ,  A) =  -  ( l  -
Then F(t,  A) =  ^1 
Next, if x / m ( t ) >  aq /m i, then
\ x / m ( t ) J  1 -  ^
Hence, it is sufficient to show that x / m( t )  > x i / m i .  To show this, observe that 
>  — (3 for all q £ [t,Ti] by condition (C2). Then, since m  is integrable over
Jr$T)dq > ' ]l 3 d q ’
and after integration this becomes Now multiplying both sides
of this inequality by yields e ~ ^ Tl~ t\  Now this inequality is
the same as x / m( t )  >  aq / m i  and this proves the Lemma.
L e m m a  8 . Let (x , t ) £ 0 .2 , and let xi ,  mi ,  and m i denote x(Ti),  m(Ti ) ,  and 
rh(Ti), respectively. Then
l - ^ ( ^ l ( p + p ) +  * ™ ( p + P ) )  = o.
777.1 /  V m i
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P ro o f:
Now,
A a l  1 —
x
m
m  i m  i
= (P + P ) [ l
x
in \  m i )  \  m i /  m i \  m i
(P +  /5) 1
x
771
A a ( 1 —
Xl_
m i p ( l -  —mi
xirnj
P Om f
X
A a  ( 1 —
Xi_
mi
Xi_
mi P +  —mi
=  0
by equation (5). This proves the Lemma.
L em m a  9. In 0 2, Q2( t , x ) < 0.
P ro o f:
From (15),
Q2( t ,x)  -  a  I 1 -
x
m [ P + P
Then, by Lemma 4 and the definition of /(T i),
A a
AePt [e-(' )+P'>Tt -  + I{T1)e~pTidTl
dx
— e - Pt
Q2(t,x)
P + (3( - 5)"- p t  _  p - ( p + P ) T i PPtept]
+  a  1
x X \ / x
m  J \ a (  1 —/  \  V 7711
  I _  - p t
\ ) J  ’
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where x\  — x(Ti)  and m i =  m (Ti). Here x ' (T i ) =  ^ r ( T i ) since t(s) — t +  s in 
0 ,2- Since Q2(i, x(t))  =  0 by Lemma 6 , the remainder of the proof is to show that 
Q2,x(t ,x)  <  0 for every a: e  (x(t ) ,m(t)) .  To do this, let cp(t, x)  =  eptQ2 (t,x).  It 
will now be shown that (px (t, x) < 0 for every x  E (x ( t ) , m( t )). Let 
A(t ,x)  = e_(p+/3)(Tl_t). Then Ax(t ,x)  =  - ( p  +  (3)A(t, x ) ^ -  and
where A =  A(t ,x).  Now
A a  
P + f3
X
rn
rn  i
( p + m
dT\
dx
A
(1 -' m i ' m
Xl
mi
dt 1 dx )  m \  dx
A a  
P + P
A
(1 _  *l_)2 ' mj 7
— ( i  -  —
m  \  mi
+ m i  \  m . ( 16)
where rhi =  m (Ti). After some algebraic manipulations, equation (16) becomes
Now, by Lemma 8 the factor in curly brackets is zero. Thus,
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Now, using equation (5) results in
1
tpx ( t , x ) = A ( —  — —  ( l  — — ^ +  (3—\ m i  m i \  m i  J  m\ +
m x  i / x
m\x V m
(p + m  ~ ^ ) 2m
' ( m i x
I m i '
m ix i m si
+   Pm  i x f l - - )  +  — p \\  m )  m i x  J
mi /
Hence (p + p ) ( l -  ^ - ) 2m<px(t, x) =
. i i / m i  m  /  x \  m  n
A—  —  +  P -  1 -  -  +  - / ?
777.1 \  mi £ V m /  33 . P i mi
mi ^ i  
m i 2 P
^  ™ - l | A
< P
rn i v x
■X'l / 777,
1 -  —  mi
7771 \  X 1 A -  1
X j _ Y
m i /
+ P
+ P
m x  i 
m ix
A -  1
mxi
mi x
A -  1
+  I ^ ( A - 1)m f
mi
by condition (C2). Now, after regrouping and factoring,
(p +  /?)(l -  —  )2mcpx ( t ,x)  < (p + P)
mi
Thus, by Lemma 7,
(p +  /?) ^1 — mipx (t ,x)  <  0
if x £ (x(t),m ). Thus (px ( t ,x)  < 0 for all x G (x ( t ) , m( t )). Then <p(t,x) < 0 
since <p(t,x(t)) =  0. This implies that Qi(t ,  x) < 0 for all x £ (x(t), m (t)), which 
proves the Lemma.
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L e m m a  10. Let (t, x)  G fii , and let m, m,  and 5 denote m(t),  m(t) ,  and x(t),  
respectively. Let +  A x  ~  5 ^ i ) .
p =  p — —. Then \I/X(t,x ) >  0 for all x € (0,5).
P ro o f:
'bx (t ,x)  = A  -  p
m
a{m — x)
f3m2 +  m m
a( m — x )2
A a ( m  — x )2 — pm(m — x) — m{j3m + m)  
a( m  — x )2
A a ( l - ^ ) 2 -  ( p - g ) (  1 - * )  -  
«(1  -  £ ) 2 
for all a; G (0,5] by (5).
(/? +  - )
—  ^  >  0
This proves the Lemma.
L e m m a  11. In f t i ,  R i ( t , x )  <  0.
P ro o f:
In fi3, t(.s) =  f +  s. After making the change of variables q — t +  s,
me  pt , ( m  — x(t) 
Vi(t ,x)  =  In ' v 'a m  — x
OO
+  J (Ax(q) -  u{q))e~pqdq.
Then
0
dt Vi ( t ,x)
m  — pm
a m  — x
-Pt
a
m dxdt
m x(t)
m
m  — x
— (A x ( t ) — u(t))e pt,
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since
OO t
J ( A x ( q )  -  u{q))e~pqdq = J ( A x ( q )  -  u(q))e~pqdq
= — (A x ( t ) — u(t))e pt,
by the fundamental theorem of calculus. Similarly, ( t ,x)  =  • Then
r j  a
Ri { t , x )  = — Vi -  +  Axe~pt
e pt / ■ \ , I m  ~  x  \ - o t(m — pm)  In (  tttv  ) +  me Ha m  — x(t)
m dxdt (t)
a ( m  — x(t))_
me ptm  
a( m — x)
Ax(t) f W +<?*(«) , - p t
- p t(3xm,e 
a ( m — x)
+  Axe pt,
since
u(t) =  *<*>+**<*>
a- ( i - f 1) '
Then eptR i ( t , x )  = \I>(t , x ) — J(t),  where is as defined in Lemma 10 and
J(t)  =  Ax(t ) — m
« (! -  T ? )  \ a ( m - x ( t ))
Then
—  [eptRi(t ,x)]  =  >  0
for all a; € (0 ,x(t))  by Lemma 10. Thus J ^R i ( t , x )  > 0 for all x  £ (0 ,x(t)).  On
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the other hand, letting x  =  x ( t ) results in
eptRi ( t , x ( t ) )  =  In
I 'm — x ( t ) \  
\ m  — x( t )  J
13mx(t)
a ( m — x(t))
mm
\ a ( m  — x( t ) )  J
—(3x(t)m — m m  +  t ) m  +  +  m m  — ^ | ( t )m
a ( m  — x(t))
= 0 .
Now 7?i(t,x(t)) =  0 and - j^R\ ( t , x)  > 0 imply Ri( t ,  x) <  0 for all
x  G (0, x(t)]. This proves the Lemma.
L em m a  12. For all t G [0,T],
(i) §~V2{t,x(t)) = (t ,x{t))  and
(ii) %iV2 (t ,x{t))  =  (t ,x(t)).
Therefore, F  is C 1 on fl.
P roo f:
First,
as in Lemma 5, where I  is as defined in Lemma 5. Now, by definition Ti is the 
earliest time tha t the trajectory reaches the x  curve. Setting x  =  x(t),  it follows
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that T\  =  t and
=  ' V ' - ' w
m ix ' { t )+(3x( t ) _ pt
a ( i _  i w \  f m + p m )^  m \t) J
x' j t)  +(3x(t) __ot 1
n ( i  _  x' (t)  + (3x(t)
\  m(t) J
o-p t
o:(l — x ( t ) / m ( t )) ’
since ( t ,x(t)) £ O3, x'(t)  =  and in this case, t '(s) — 1. Secondly,
d  . . .  rn(t)e~pt
z r-V i(t,i( t))  =dx  ’ a(m(t )  — x(t))
, -pt
Thus, the derivative of V  with respect to x  exists and is continuous.
Now, (ii) will be proven in a similar fashion. First,
^ - V 2(t ,x)  =  ~ Af3xf  [e- ( p + m  _  e-lP+nt] + x A ^ t [e- ( P+p)Ti m _ e- (p+p)t]
C/C p “J- fJ Csi
f¥T
-  ( AUT, )  -  — 1 ,
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as in Lemma 5. Now, by definition T\  is the earliest time th a t the trajectory reaches 
the x  curve. Setting x  =  x(t),  it follows tha t T\  =  t and
Ax(t )  — I(t) dTi
dt
o-pt
—Ax( t )  + x ' ( t )+(3x( t )  (3x (Ti )
a ( l - x ( t ) / m ( t ) )  f ( T i )  +  /3x(ri)J
-pt
-Ax(t)  + x' ( t )+/3x( t )  (3x(t)
a ( l  — x( t ) /m( t ) )  x'{t) + (3x(t) _
o-pt
-Ax(t)  + (3x(t) -pt
Secondly, 
8
dt
Vi (t ,x{t))  = m  — pm  
a
c~pt | mG *
m  — x(t)
m
a
™ ~  f  (* )__________
m  — x(t) m  — x(t)
— (Ax(t)  — u(t))e pt
Pt _  Ax[t)e~pt + £,(^) + ^ )  c~pt
a ( m  — x(t)) K) ^  a ( l - x ( t ) / m ( t ) )
-Ax(t)  +
(3x(t)
a( 1 — x( t ) /m( t ) )
e~pt,
since (t ,x(t))  £ Q3, as before. Thus, the derivative of V  with respect to t exists 
and is continuous. Therefore the lemma is proven.
C H A P T E R  3: A T W O -D IM E N SIO N A L  F IN IT E  T IM E  PR O B L E M
§1. S ta tem en t o f  th e  P rob lem
Consider a two-dimensional finite time fixed endpoint optimal control problem 
based on the Vidale-Wolfe advertising model where the objective is to maximize the 
profit earned by a company from the sales of two different products. The controls of 
the problem arc the rates of investment in advertising for each product. Specifically, 
the control problem (P ) is given as follows:
T
maximize J(u ,v )  = J ( A x ( t )  +  By( t )  — u(t) — v(t))e ptdt
o
over all control functions u(t) > 0 and v(t) > 0 subject to the constraints
x'(t) = a ( l  — x(t))u(t)  and
y' m = 7(‘ - sM)v{t)’
where x(0) = x 0, y(0) = y0, 0 < y0 < x 0 < 1, x(T)  = x T , y(T)  = yr ,  and
0 < V t  < X T  < 1) with given constants A , B ,  a , 7 , p  > 0.
In the problem (P ), x(t)  and u(t) are the company sales rate and the rate of 
investment in advertising for one product with a constant market sales rate and y(t) 
is the company sales rate for a second product with a market sales rate of x(t).  The 
rate of investment in advertising for the second product is v(t). As a result of the
differential equations and initial conditions, the inequality 0 <  y(t) < x(t) < 1
holds for all t. Now, let fi = {(x,y)  : 0 < y < x  < 1 } be the state space. This
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problem will be solved, in the normal case, on a subregion of fl of great interest, 
from an economic standpoint. This region will be defined later.
The purpose of this chapter is to find normal optimal trajectories for this 
problem. The cases under which there are no normal optimal trajectories for the 
problem are also identified. This leaves open the determination of abnormal optimal 
trajectories. The one-dimensional finite time version of the problem has already 
been treated in special cases by Dorroh and Ferreyra [5] and [6] and by Sethi [4], 
The solution for a one-dimensional infinite horizon version of this problem was given 
in the last chapter. The two-dimensional free endpoint infinite horizon version of 
(P ) has been solved by Dorroh and Ferreyra [7].
The optimal feedback control for the problem (P ) contains impulses for certain 
initial points ( x q ,  y o ) .  In order to deal with such controls in a standard manner, 
the time t is parameterized as is done by Dorroh and Ferreyra [5]. The result is the 
new optimal control problem (P ):
s
maximize J(u,  v, r)  =  J [ ( A x ( s )  +  By(s))r(s)  — u(s ) — v(s)]e~pt^  ds
o
over all control functions u(s) > 0, ■<;(«) >  0, and r(s)  >  0 subject to the constraints
x(s)  =  a ( l  — x(s))u(s),
y ( s ) =  7 ( 1  -  a n d
t(s) = r(s),
where z(0) =  x 0, y(0) =  y0, x (S)  = x T , y{S) = yT , t (0) =  0, t{S)  =  T, 
A, B,  a, 7 , p > 0, and 0 <  yo < xq < 1  and 0 <  y r  < %t  < 1- The superscript 
’’dot” denotes a derivative with respect to s, and ’’prime” denotes a derivative with 
respect to t.
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The problem (P) is actually a generalization of (P ) since (P ) becomes (P) 
when t  =  1. On the other hand, r  =  0 corresponds to the case where the controls 
are impulsive in (P ), which means that the trajectory makes a jum p in the (x, y) 
plane. The parameterization in (P ) has the effect of introducing a third control 
t ( s ).  The problem (P ) is analyzed and solved in the normal case by using the 
Pontryagin Maximum Principle.
The following conditions are assumed throughout:
(C l) A a > p, and
(C2) B7  >  p.
In the context of economics, conditions (C l) and (C2) imply tha t it is profitable 
to invest in advertising at a sufficient level to retain a  nontrivial share of the market 
for each product.
§2. D erivation  o f C onditions for O ptim ality
The Hamiltonian for (P ) is 
H ( x , y , t , u , v , T , P 0 , P 1,P2 , P3) = P i a ( l - x ) u  + P 2 7 ^ l -  
+  P3r  — Pq[(Ax + Dy)r  — u — v)]e~pt. (1)
Rearranging and regrouping in (1) results in
H ( x , y , t , u , v , T , P 0 , P i , P 2 ,P3) = W uu +  W vv +  W t t ,  (2)
where
W u = P\Oi(l - x ) +  Poe~pt, =  P27(  1 “  +  P0e~pt, and
W T = —Pq{Ax +  By)e~pt +  P3.
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Now by the Pontryagin Maximum Principle (P M P ) [3], the adjoint equations are:
(i) Po =  0 ,
(ii) A  =  PoAre~pt + P\ au  — P ^ y v / x 2,
(iii) P2 =  PoBre~pt + P2'yv/x,
(iv) P3 = — pPq[Axt  +  B y r  — u — v\e~pt,
where Pq, P i , P2, and P3 are not all zero, Po <  0, and
H(x*,y*, t*,u*,v*,r*,P0*,P1*,P2*,P3*)
= max H( x* , y* , t * ,u , v ,T ,P0 *,P1*,P2*,P3*) = 0 , (3)
T,1Z,V>0
where x* ,y* , t*, Pq* , P\*, P2*, and P3* are the solutions of the state and adjoint 
equations using the optimal controls u*,v*,  and r*. As is customary in the analysis 
of optimal trajectories, the asterisks will be dropped.
The abnormal case for this problem will not be examined in this work. Since 
only the normal case will be studied, it can be assumed th a t Po =  —1.
In order to understand the nature of the optimal controls and optimal trajec­
tories for (P ), one must first notice tha t a maximum can only be achieved for (2) 
if W u, W v, and W T are never positive for any s. This has to be the case since 
all the controls are nonnegative. Next, consider the case when r(s)  >  0 along an 
optimal trajectory. This and (3) imply tha t W T =  0, which in turn  implies that 
P3 =  —(Ax  +  By)e~pt. Then differentiating this last equation with respect to s 
results in
Pz pr (Ax  +  By)  — A a ( l  — x)u  — P q ^ l  —— e~pt.
Combining this with (iv) implies that
qu +  rv  =  0 , (4)
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where q =  Aa(  1 — x) — p and r = B ' y ^ l  — ^  — p. Then q — 0 is equivalent 
to x = x  and r =  0 is equivalent to ^ =  z, where
A a  — p , B a  — px  =  —    and ^ =  — —-.
A a  B  7
Equation (4) implies tha t at least one of the following six cases must occur.
(a) q < 0 , u  >  0 , r >  0 and v >  0 , (d) q — 0 and v — 0,
(b) q > 0 , u > 0 , r < 0 and v > 0 , (e) u = 0 and r — 0,
(c) u =  0 and v = 0 , (f) q =  0 and r = 0 .
Now, in both cases (a) and (b), all three controls are positive. As in Dorroh and 
Ferreyra [7], higher-order conditions found in Krener [8] imply tha t no set of only
positive controls can be optimal. To show this, two new state variables s and w
defined by
s — 1, s(0 ) =  0 and
w = [—(A x  + B y ) r  + u + v]e~pt, w(0) =  0,
are added to the problem (P). Then the Hamiltonian for this problem is
H ( x , u , P )  =  H(x,  y, t, u, v, r , P i , P2, P3) +  P4, where x  =  (s , x , y , t , w ), 
u = (u , v , t ), P  =  (Pi, P2, P3, P4), and P4 =  0. Next, by Theorem 6.2 of Krener 
[8],
= 0-
for i, j  = 1,2,3 whenever u is optimal. Therefore
d d d H  P2IIJ
dv ds du x 2 a ( l  — x)  =  0. (5)
Then by (5), P2 =  0, so by adjoint equation (iii), Pq =  0, which is a contradiction 
in the normal case. Thus, cases (a) and (b) cannot occur for optimal controls, which
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leaves us with the cases (c) through (f), where both of the products qu and rv  must 
be zero. Now x  and z E (0,1) by conditions (C l) and (C2), so x =  x and y = xz  
can be feasible x  and y trajectories, respectively. If x  ^  x,  and y ^  xz,  then 
both u and v are zero and no change in (x, y) can occur. If x  = x,  and y ^  xz,  
then v =  0 , which, along with x  being the constant x, means th a t no change in 
(x,y)  can occur. If a: ^  x,  and y =  xz,  then u =  0 and ^ is constant. Now 
u =  0 implies x — 0 , so x  is constant, y is constant, and once again no change 
in (x,y)  can occur. If a; =  x,  and y — xz,  then both x  and y are constant so 
no change in (x, y) can occur. Thus, cases (c) through (f) imply tha t no change in 
(a:, y) can occur for an optimal trajectory if r  >  0. Hence, either r  =  0, in which 
case, t(s) is constant and u and v correspond to impulsive controls in the problem 
(P ), or both the x  and y trajectories are constant over a nontrivial s —interval. 
Furthermore, if r  =  0 , u > 0 and v > 0 then solving W v = 0 for P2,
differentiating to get P2, and combining these with (iii) results in a contradiction, 
so no optimal trajectories are possible for this combination of control values. Now 
0 <  y(s) <  a;(.s) <  1 implies tha t both x  and y  are always nonnegative, which 
means th a t every feasible trajectory (a:(.s), y(s), t (s))  must be nondecreasing in both 
x  and y. This means tha t over a given s —interval, the optimal trajectory jumps 
horizontally to the right in the (a:, y) plane with t fixed, jumps in an upward vertical 
direction in the (x , y ) plane with t fixed, or is constant in the (a:,y) plane if t is 
not constant. Over a nontrivial time interval in s, motion of the first type will be 
denoted by H,  motion of the second type by V,  and motion of the third type by 
C. Now the values for the controls required for these three types of motion are as 
follows. The values u =  0 =  v and r  =  1 are necessary for C, r  =  0 =  v and 
u =  1 are necessary for H,  and u = 0 =  r  and v = 1 are necessary for V .
At this point, the notation just introduced will be extended in order to describe 
different kinds of trajectories. Any letter sequence of iP s ,V ’s, and C s represents
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a concatenation of trajectories of the above three types over consecutive nontrivial 
s—intervals. Such a trajectory begins at s =  0 and terminates when s = S.  As an 
example, consider the sequence H V C .  This sequence represents a horizontal jump 
for s from 0 to some positive value Si where t (Si )  = t (0) =  0. This is immediately 
followed by a vertical upward jum p for s from Si to some larger positive value S2 
where t (S2) =  0. Finally, this jum p is followed by a  constant trajectory (i.e. a 
trajectory with no change in the values of x or y, but with changing values of t, as 
s changes) for s from S2 to S  where t (S)  = T.
§3. A dd itional N ota tion  and Prelim inary R esu lts
In this section, the state space is subdivided, additional functions are derived 
from the switching curves, and a number of lemmas, which are needed to determine 
the optimal trajectories, in the normal case, for the problem (P ) are given. First, 
the following subregions of the state space tt = {(ar, ?/) : 0 <  y < x  <  1 } are 
defined.
fli —
f 2^ =
0,3 =  
O4 =  
1^ 5 =  
Q,q =  
Q7 —
f In =
X
X
<  X  },y) : x  G (x, 1) and xz  < y 
,y) : x  G (x, 1) and 0 < y < x z  }
x , y ) : x  G (0, x) and 0 < y < x z  }
, y) : x G (0, x) and xz  < y < x  } 
x , y ) : x  G [x, 1) and y =  xz  } 
x,y) : x =  x and 0 <  y <  xz  }
, y) : x G (0, x) and y — xz  }
x, y) : x =  x and xz  <  y <  x }
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y
X
Figure 3.1 T he subregions o f 0.
Let
M x , y , b ) = 1___________ 1_  _  1 / 1 - g
7 ( 1 - * )  7 ( 1“  | )  7 n \ ! - f
and
E{x,y ,b)  =  a ( l  -  x) f - — 7T~— t V 1 - 6  pT) ~  A (x,y,b)  A P a ( l - x ) J
where (x, y) £ and 0 < b < x.
Let
F(x , y ,a ,b )  = A(a -  x) + B ( b - y )  +  ^ l n ^  _  +  £  In Q  _  ^ ^  and
1
Q(x ,y, a) =  —(1 - e  pT) +  . , .p 7 (1 - y / a )  7 (1 - y / x )
where (x, y) S 0 , x <  a, and y < b < a.
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L e m m a  1 . The following are true for the function A.
(i) A(x,b,b) = 0 .
(ii) A(x,y,b)  < 0  if 0 <  y < b.
(iii) A(x,y ,b)  > 0  if b < y.
(iv) Ab(x,y,b)  <  0 .
P ro o f:
1 1 1 , / 1 - !First, A(x,b,b) = — r— — — j— — —InI  f- I =  0.
7(1- l )  7(1 “ j)  7 \1 -  f ,
Next, Ay(x,y,b)  =
* 7(1  “  f  )2 2:7(1  — f )
V
x 2'y(l -  ^ )2 ’
which is positive since y is positive. Finally, At,(x,y,b) =  7(7-{/a)2 ’ which is
negative. This proves the lemma.
L em m a  2. There is a unique function <p on [0, b] such that 
E((p(y),y,b)  =  0 for all y G [0,6]. Furthermore,
(a) ip is strictly decreasing,
(b) x < ip(0) <  1,
(c) ip(b) -  x,
(d) E(x , y ,b )  < 0 for all (x,y) G ^  such that 99(7/) <  1  and 0 <  y < b, 
and
(e) E b(x,y,b)  > 0.
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Examples:
i)
0.3y
E(x,y,b) < 0
E(x,y,b) > 0
0.5
x
ii)
y
0.2
E(x,y,b) < 0
E(x,y,b) > 0
0.5
x
Figure 3.2 E xam ples o f  th e function
Figure 3.2.i is a graph of the implicit function ip for the function E( x , y ,  0.3) and 
Figure 3.2.ii is a graph of the implicit function ip for the function E(x,  y, 0.2). Both 
graphs are in the case where A = D — a  = y  = T — I and p — x = 0.5.
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Proof:
Define E ( x , y, b) — E ( x , y, b )/a ( 1 — a:) with the same domain as E(x,  y, b), where 
b is fixed. Then E  is a function of x  and y with a  domain in IR2, and
— f>~pT — 1 VP / j .2 y2
E x(x,y,b)  -    T2   -----^  + n  \2 anda ( l  — x ) z x j ( l  — ^ ) 2 x y ( l  — z )z
E y(x, y, b) =  - A v(x,y,b),
where z =  y /x . Now, since e~pT — 1 <  0, E x (x,y,b)  <  0 for all y < b and 
is nonpositive for y =  b. Since for (x , y ) in the domain of E ( x , y , b ), the functions 
E(x ,  y, b), E x(x, y, b), and E y(x, y, b) are all continuous in a neighborhood of (x, y), 
E x(x,y,b)  0 for y 7^  b, and since E(x,b,b)  — 0, the implicit function
theorem implies that there exists a unique function ip defined on [0 , b] such that 
E(<p(y),y,b) =  0 and p y (y) =  • Clearly, ip is the unique
x=<p(y)
function on [0, b] tha t makes E((p(y),y,b) zero as well. To prove (a), notice that by 
Lemma 1, E y(x,y,b)  <  0 and since E(x ,y ,b)  is directly proportional to £7(x,y,b) 
and a ( l  — x) is a positive decreasing function of x, E x(x,y,b)  < 0 and 
E y(x, y,b) <  0 as well. Thus, <py(y) <  0 for all y G (0, b), so ip is strictly
decreasing. I11 order to prove (b), notice that
E(x,  0, b) =  a ( l - x )  ( — ----- —-----r V l ~ e ~ pT) -  A(x,0,b)
i \ P  a ( l - x ) /
and tha t ^ =  0 implies that d o^r ad x  ^  x ‘
Now, this observation and Lemma 1 imply that E(x,  0, b) >  0 for all x G [0, x]. 
Then £7(1,0,b) =  e~pT — 1, which is negative if T  7^  0 and zero if T  =  0. Hence,
£7(x,0, b) > 0 and £7(1,0, b) <  0 imply tha t there exists an x G (x, 1] such that
£7(x,0, b) =  0. This x is </?(0), which proves (b). Next,
£7(x,b, b) =  —A(x,b, b, )«(1 — x), which is zero by Lemma 1. Therefore ip(b) — x 
and (c) is proven. Now (d) follows from the facts tha t E(ip(y),y,b)  =  0 and
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E x(x,y,b)  <  0 for any y G (0,6] and all x  G (</?(y), 1). Finally,
Ei,(x,y,b) = —a(  1 — x)Af)(x,y,b)  is positive by Lemma 1. This proves (e).
L em m a  3. For any (a, 6) G with a > x,  there is a  unique function &i defined on
[0 , 6] and at most one function 02 defined on [0 , 6] such th a t 9\ (y) > x,  #2(2/) <  %,
and F ( 8i (y) ,y,a,b)  =  0 for all y G [0,6] and i = 1 or 2. Furthermore,
(a) is strictly increasing for all y < az  and if 6/a  >  z , it is strictly decreasing 
for all y > az,
(b) 62, if it. exists, is strictly decreasing, for all y < az  and if 6/ a  >  z, it is 
strictly increasing for all y > az,
(c) (y) < 0 , and ^ r 6>2(?y) >  0 ,
(d) 81(b) = a,
(e) F(x ,y ,a ,b)  < 0 for all (x ,y) G such th a t x  < 8 i(y)  (and 1  >  ^2(y) if 
62 (y) exists) and 0 <  y < 6, and
(f) Fi(x,y ,a,b)  is positive if 6/a  <  z, zero if 6/a  =  z, and negative 
if z <  6/a  <  1.
Examples:
i)
y
0.2
i,b) < 0
0.7375
Figure 3.3 E xam ples o f  th e  functions 0\ and d2
Figure 3.3.i is a graph of the implicit functions 0\ and 02 for the function 
F( x , y ,  0.7375,0.2). Figure 3.3.ii is a graph of the implicit function 0i for the func­
tion F(x,  y, 0.9,0.5). In this second case 02 does not exist in [0,6]. Both graphs 
are in the case where A = B  = a  = j  = T  = 1  and p =  0.5. In both examples 
z =  x = 0.5. In Figure 3.3.i, z is larger than b/a and in Figure 3.3.ii, z is smaller 
than b/a.
Let a and b be fixed positive values. Then F  is a function of x  and y with a domain
Now, Fx(x,y,a,b)  =  0 if and only if x — x,  and for (x ,y) in the domain
of F(x ,y ,a ,b) ,  the functions F(x ,y ,a ,b) ,  Fx (x,y,a,b) ,  and Fy(x,y,a,b)  are all 
continuous in a neighborhood of (x,y).  Since Fx(x,y ,a,b)  /  0 for x  /  x  and 
F(a, b, a, b) =  0, the implicit function theorem implies tha t there exists a unique 
function 6 i defined on [0 , b] and at most one function 02 defined on [0 , 6] such that
Proof:
in H 2, Fx(x , y , a , b ) =  -  A  -  a{1p_ x) , and Fy(x,y ,a,b)  = f t _____ IL-._7 ( 1 - 2 / / “ ) '
for i =  1,2. This means tha t J}-0 i is defined except at any y where 0t {y)
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Next, note tha t ^13 — =  0 implies th a t ^ B  — y^ yf a^j  is positive for all
y < az and is negative for all y > az. Thus, Fy(x,y ,a,b)  < 0 for all (x,y)  such 
tha t y < az and is positive for all {x, y) such tha t y > az. Similarly, A  — --({— ) 
is negative for x  > x  and is positive for x < x. Hence, it follows th a t Fx(x, y, a, b) 
is positive if x  > x  and is negative if x < x. Thus, (y) >  0 for all y <  az, 
and if b/a > z, then <  0 for all y > az. Similarly, -j^92(y) < 0 for
all y < az, and if b/a > z, then §^92 (y) > 0 for all y > az. Thus, is
strictly increasing and 02 is strictly decreasing for all y < az.  Also, if b/a > z,
6i is strictly decreasing and 02 is strictly increasing for y > az. This proves (a) 
and (b). Next notice tha t Fxx(x, y, a, b) =  Fyy(x,y ,a,b)  =  ay^ f y/ ay2 ,
and Fxy(x,y ,a,b)  = Fyx(x,y ,a,b)  =  0. Then it follows tha t both Fxx(x,y,a,b)  
and Fyy(x, y, a, b) are always positive and since differentiating F(9i(y) ,y,  a,b) =  0 
twice with respect to y results in
d2 _  [FXx(0j(y), V, a, b)(§y;0i)2 + 2Fxy(0j(y), y, a, b)-§^0j +  Fyy{0j (y),y,  a, 6)]
dy2 Fx(0i(y),y,a,b)
for i = 1,2 , then j£p0 \{y) is always negative and -§^02(y) is always positive for 
y e  [0,6], Hence, (c) is proven. Then (d) follows from the fact that 
F(a,b,a,b)  =  0. Next, (e) follows from the facts th a t F(0i(y) ,y,a,b)  = 0 for 
i =  1 or 2, and Fy(x,y ,a,b)  is negative for any fixed x  and all y < az and is
positive for all y > az. Finally, F\,(x, y, a, b) =  B  — ? which clearly has
the sign claimed in part (f). Therefore the lemma is proven.
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L em m a  4. For any (a, 6) E with a E (0, £], there is a unique function 02 on 
[0,6] such that 02 (y) <  £ and F (02(y), y, a, 6) = 0 for all y G [0,6]. Furthermore,
(a) 02 is strictly decreasing for all y < az and if b/a >  z, it is strictly increasing 
for all y > az,
(b) -j^s92(y) > 0 ,
(c) 02 (6) =  a,
(d) F(x ,y ,a ,b)  <  0 for all (x, y) such tha t 02 (y) < x  < £ and 0 <  y  <  6, 
and
(e) Fb(x, y, a, b) is positive if 6/ a  <  z, zero if 6/a  =  z, and negative 
if 5 <  b/a <  1.
Example:
0 .3y
(x,y,a,b) > 0 ■
0 .4
x
Figure 3 .4 E xam ple o f th e function 02
Figure 3.4 is a graph of the implicit function 02 for the function F(x,  y, 0.4,0.3) in 
the case where A  = B  = a  = j  = T =  l and p =  x  =  0.5.
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Proof:
Let (a, 6) € fl with a < x. Then F  is a function of x  and y with a domain in
IR2, Fx(x,y,a,b) A - , and Fy(x,y,  a,b) = - r  e.___-y( l -y /a) . Now,
. Next,
x=e-2(y)
x(\—x)
Fx(x, y, a, b) = 0  if and only if x  =  x, and for (x, y) in the domain of F ( x , y, a, b), 
the functions F(x,y ,a ,b) ,  Fx (x,y,a,b) ,  and Fy(x,y ,a,b)  are all continuous in a 
neighborhood of (x,y).  Since Fx(x, y, a, b) ^  0 for a: 7  ^ £ and F(a,b,a,b)  =  0, 
the implicit function theorem implies tha t there exists a  unique function O2 defined 
on [0,6] such th a t F(92(y) ,y,a,b)  =  0 and j ^ 9 2(y) =  ~ ^}x^a]b)
note tha t = 0 implies tha t ^ B  — ^ is positive for all y <  az
and is negative for all y >  az. Thus, Fy(x,y,a,b)  is negative for all (x, y) such 
tha t y <  az and is positive for all (x, y) such that y >  az. Similarly, x  < x 
implies tha t A  — > 0. Hence, it follows that Fx (x,y ,a,b)  <  0 for all
(x,y)  such that x < x. Then it follows that j ^ 0 2(y) < 0 for all y <  az and if 
b/a > z , then — 62 (y) >  0 for all y >  az. Therefore 02 is strictly decreasing for 
all y <  az and if b/a > z, it is strictly increasing for all y >  az. Thus, (a) is 
proven. Next, notice that Fxx(x, y, a, b) =
Fyy(x,y ,a,b)  -  —(iHy/ ayi, and Fxy(x,y,a,b)  = Fyx(x,y ,a,b)  = 0. Then it 
follows tha t both Fxx(x , y , a , b ) and Fyy(x,y,a,b)  are always positive. Now, differ­
entiating F(92 (y), y, a, b) = 0 twice with respect to y results in
d 2 _  Fxx{92(y) ,y ,a,b)(§^62)2 + 2Fxy{62(y),y,a,b)-§^02 + Fyy{e2 (y),y,a,b)
dy2 2 Fx(62{y),y,a,b)
which is always positive for y G [0,6]. Hence, (b) is proven. Then (c) fol­
lows from the fact tha t F(a,b,a,b)  = 0. Next, (d) follows from the facts that 
F(92 (y) ,y,aib)  = 0 and Fy (x,y,a,b)  is negative for any fixed x  and all y <  az 
and is positive for all y >  az. Finally, Fb(x,y,a,b) = B  — 1(1£ b/ a) , which clearly 
has the sign claimed in part (e). Therefore the lemma is proven.
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L e m m a  5. Let L(a, x) — ^ ln ( j5 f )  +  A{x — a) with 0 <  a < x  < 1. Then
L{a,x)  <  0 if a >  x,  and L ( a , x ) '> 0 if a: <  x.
Proof:
Let cr(x) = ^ ln ( l  —a:) +  Ax.  Then L(a, x) = <j ( x ) — <r(a) and 
& x ( x ) = A  — • So ax (x) <  0 iff a: >  x.  If a > x,  then a is nonincreasing
in [a, a:] and L(a, x)  <  0. On the other hand, if a: <  x , then a  is nondecreasing
in [a, a;] and L(a, x) > 0. This implies the statem ent of the lemma.
L e m m a  6 . Let M( b, y , x )  =  — ^ l n +  B(b — y) with 0 < b < y < x. 
Then
(a) M ( b, y , x )  < 0 if y / x  < z,
(b) M ( b, y , x )  > 0 if 6/a: >  z, and
(c) M( b , y , x )  is a decreasing function of x.
Proof:
Let ip(y) =  ^ l n ( l  — y / x )  +  By.  Then M( b,y , x )  — ip{b) — ip(y) and 
i ’yiv) =  B  -  So ipy(y) >  0 iff y / x  < z. l i  y / x  < z, then ^  is
nondecreasing in [b,y] and M ( b , y , x )  <  0. On the other hand, if b/x  > z, then 
ip is nonincreasing in [b, y] and M( b,y , x )  > 0. This implies (a) and (b). To prove
(c) notice tha t M x(b,y, x)  =  —pA(x,y,b) ,  which is nonpositive by Lemma 1 since 
b < y. Then (c) follows.
L e m m a  7. There is a unique function 77 G (0, a] such tha t 
r](x) < x z  and Q(x,  r)(x), a) = 0 for all a; € (0, a]. Furthermore,
(a) 77 is strictly increasing,
(b) 77(a) =  az,
(c) Q ( x , y , a ) < 0  if y > r)(x),
(d) Q (x ,0 ,a ) >  0 for all * G (0, a], and
(e) Q(a, y, a) is negative if y > az and is positive if y < az. 
Examples:
i)
0.6
0.45Q(x,y,a) < 0
y
0.9
x
ii)
0.35
0.3y
Q(x, <0
T1 (X )
0.7
x
Figure 3.5 E xam ples o f th e  function 77
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Figure 3.5.i is a  graph of the implicit function 77 for the function Q(x,y ,  0.9), where 
(a, b) — (0.9,0.6), and Figure 3.5.ii is a graph of the implicit function 77 for the 
function Q(x, y, 0.7), where (a, 6) =  (0.7,0.3). Both graphs are in the case where 
A — B  = a  — -y = T  — 1 and p =  x  — 0.5. In the top graph z is smaller than b/a 
and in the bottom  graph z is larger than b/a.
Proof:
First, fix a. Then Q is a function of x  and y  with a domain in H 2,
yQx{x, y, a) = — - 1----—, and
7 (2; -  y )2
e ~ pT
Qy(x,y ,a)  = ay( l  — y / a )2 x ^ ( l  — y / x )2
Now, since the numerator of the left term  in the expression for Qy{x, y, a) is smaller 
than the num erator of the right term and tha t the denominator of the left term  is 
larger than the denominator of the right term, Qy(x ,y ,a)  <  0. Since for (x,y)  in 
the domain of Q( x , y , a ), the functions Q(x,y,a) ,  Qx(x,y ,a) ,  and Qy(x,y ,a)  are 
all continuous in a neighborhood of (x,y),  and since Qy(x,y ,a)  /  0, the implicit 
function theorem implies tha t there exists a  unique function 77 defined 011 (0 , a] such
that Q{x,  77(2:), a) =  0 and 77^ (2:) = . To prove (a), notice that
y-Tj(x)
Qx(x ,y ,a)  > 0 everywhere in 12. Thus, rjx (x) > 0 for all x  E  (0 ,a], so rj is 
strictly increasing. Now, Q(a,az ,a)  =  0 which implies (b). Now, (c) follows from 
the facts tha t Q(x,r)(x),a)  =  0 and Qy(x,y ,a)  < 0 for any x E  (0,a] and all 
y E (y(x) ,x) .  Using (c), and the fact tha t Q(x , xz ,a )  = - e ~ pT & -  
which is zero if x = a and negative otherwise, it follows tha t 77(2:) <  xz  for
£ _  I  
p  7 (1 -  e~pT)all x E  (0, a]. To prove (d), notice tha t Q(x,0,a)  =
whenever x  ^  0. Then Q (s,0 , a) is positive by condition (C2). Finally, (e) follows 
immediately from the proof of part (c) in the case where x  =  a.
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N O T E : Prom this point on, the space of initial states will be defined as 
Q0 =  {(x,y)  : (x , y ) £ Ct, y > y{x),  and y > r](x)} (i.e. the set of all points 
(x , y ) in Q, where both Q(x,y ,XT)  and Q ( x , y , x x ) are negative). Even though this 
region is a restrictive case, it is the most interesting from the economics point of
it is the set of all points (x , y ) £  ft such tha t xq < x  and yo <  y)-
L e m m a  8. The following are true for all trajectories joining (x, y) to (x, yi)  in a
fixed interval of time [To,Ti].
(i) The trajectory CV has lower cost than the trajectory VC if (x, y) and (x, y \ ) £
U U fi5 U fl7 U ft8.
(ii) The trajectory VC has lower cost than the trajectory C V  if (x, y) and (x, yi) £
U O3 U U fig U O7.
P ro o f:
Define S o ,^ l ,*$2, and S /, so that
t (S0) = t (Si )  = To, t (S2) = t ( S f ) = Tx, y(S0) = y(S2) = y,
y(Si )  = y (S f )  = 7/1, 0 <  S0 <  Si <  S /, and So < S 2 < Sf .  Now the cost
of a trajectory of the type V C  from (x , y ) to {x,yi)  in the above time interval is
view since both x  and y are large. The space of final states is the set of all states in 
fl tha t are reachable from the initial state (i.e. given the initial point (xn,yo) £ fio,
Si  S f
Then replacing v with and integrating results in a cost, for VC, of
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Now the cost of a  trajectory of type C V  with the same endpoints and the same 
time interval is
*5*2 S f
— J (Ax  +  By )e ~pt^  ds +  J  ve~pTl ds.
So S2
Then replacing v  with -y(i-y(s)/x(s)j ' anc  ^ integrating results in a cost, for CV,  of
(Ax +  By) [e- pT, _  e-pT0j _
Now the cost of VC minus the cost of CV is — [e~pTl — e~pT°]^M(y,  y \ , x ) .  By 
Lemma 6 this difference is nonnegative if y / x  > z and it is nonpositive i f y i / x  < z. 
Now y / x  > z implies that C V  has lower cost than VC,  and y i / x  < z implies 
tha t V C  has lower cost than CV.  Therefore, if
(x,y) ,  (x , y \ ) G fii U O4 U fig U O7 U f2g, then y/.x >  z and C V  has lower 
cost than  VC.  If, on the other hand, (x , y ), (x ,y i )  E ^ 2  U ^3  U H5 U fio U H7, 
then y i / x  < z and V C  has lower cost than CV.  This concludes the proof.
L e m m a  9. The following are true for all trajectories joining (x, y) to (x.\,y) in a 
fixed interval of time [To,Ti].
(i) The trajectory C H  has lower cost than the trajectory H C  if (x, y) and ( z i , y) G 
fi! U Sl2 U 0 5 U lie u  f v
(ii) The trajectory H C  has lower cost than the trajectory C H  if (x, y) and ( x i , y) G
n3 u u fi6 u n7 u f i 8 .
P ro o f:
Define So, Si ,  S2 , and 5 / ,  so that
t (S0) = t ( S !) =  To, t (S2) = t (S f ) = T u  x(So) -  x(S2) =
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x(Si )  =  x( S j )  =  x\ ,  0 <  So < Si  <  Sf ,  and So < S2 < Sf .  Now the 
cost of a trajectory of the type H C  from (x, y) to (x \ , y) in the above time interval is
Si S fJ  ue pT° ds — J (A x i  +  By)e pt^  ds.
S 0 Si
Then replacing u  with a(i"-fg(3)) an(  ^ integrating results in a  cost, for HC,  of
+  _  e - ,T 0]
Then the cost of a trajectory of type C H  with the same endpoints and the same 
time interval is
S ‘2 S fJ  (Ax  +  By)e  pt^  ds +  J  lie pTl ds.
Sq S 2
Then replacing u with and integrating results in a cost, for CH,  of
(Ax + B y ) ln_pTi r_ pTo] _  e~pT> hJ l ~ x 1
x[e~pTl — e~pT° ] ------------ In ( -a  \  1
Now the cost of H C  minus the cost of C H  is [e~pTl — e~pT°]^L(x , x  1). By Lemma 
5 this difference is nonnegative if x > x  and it is nonpositive if xi  < x.  Now 
x > x  implies tha t C H  has lower cost than HC,  and xi  < x  implies tha t H C  has 
lower cost than CH.  Therefore, if (x,y),  (x i , y ) G fix U f 2^ U U U fls, 
then x > x  and C H  has lower cost than HC.  If, on the other hand,
(x,y),  ( x \ , y )  6  ^3  U SI4 U fic U 1)7 U 0,8, then x\  < x  and H C  has lower 
cost than CH.  This concludes the proof.
L e m m a  1 0 . At any fixed time t =  T\,  the trajectory H V , from (x , y ) to {x\ ,y\ )  
is always of lower cost than the trajectory V H  when V H  is feasible (i.e. when 
y i / x  <  1).
P ro o f:
Let Ti, So, Si, S2 and S f  be nonnegative real values such that
0 <  So <  Si <  S f ,  and So <  S2 <  S f ,  x (Sq) — x ( S 2 ) =  x ,
x ( S i )  = x ( S f ) =  x i ,  y(S0) = y(Si) =  y, y(S2) =  y(Sf ) - ylt and
t(s) =  T\  for all s G [So,S2]. Then the cost of a trajectory of the type H V  from
( x ,  y )  to { x \ , y \ )  at time T \  is
So Si
1 1 , ^ 1  ( l ~  i 7
5 (r^rj + 7ln( r ^
which is obtained by making the substitutions for u and v as in Lemmas 8
and 9 and then integrating. Then the cost of a trajectory of type V I I  with the
same endpoints occuring at the same time Ti is
S0 S 2
“ in ' 1
L7
Ml
1 -  IX
which is obtained by making the substitutions for u and v  as in Lemmas 8 and 9 
and then integrating. Now the cost of H V  minus the cost of V H  is
_  p —p T i
,  1  _  Ml  \  /  1  _  ul
X l l a ( z %-] -  — In '   x
7 7 1 - ^X
-pTi
~[M{y, y \ , x \ )  -  M(y , y i , x ) \ .
By Lemma 6 this difference is always nonpositive. This concludes the proof.
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L e m m a  11. The following are true for all trajectories joining ( x ,  y )  to ( x i , y i )  in 
a fixed interval of time [To, T2],
(a) If F ( x , y , x i , y i )  > 0 then H V C  has lower cost than C H V C  which has lower 
cost than C H V .
(b) If F ( x , y , x i , y i )  < 0 then C H V  has lower cost than C H V C  which has lower 
cost than  H V C .
(c) No trajectory of the form C H V C  is ever optimal.
Define nonnegative real values S{, i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 7, and S /  such that
P ro o f:
(1) t ( S i )  = T0 if* =  0 ,1 ,2 , t ( S i )  =  Ti if * =  3,4,5, t ( S i )  = T2 if* =  6,7,
and t (S f ) = T2,
(2) S\  > 0 , Si  < Si < S’/ f o r *  =  2,3 ,4 ,5 ,6,7,
(3) x ( S i )  =  m if i =  0 ,3 ,6 , x ( S i )  =  x \  if i = 1 ,2 ,4 ,5 ,7 , and x ( S f )  =  x \ ,
and
(4) y ( S i )  = y i f i  = 0 ,1 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,7, y ( S i )  = y i  if * =  2,5, a n d y ( S f ) =  y \ .
Now, the cost of C H V  is 
s 0J  ( A x  +  B y ) e  p t  d s  +
So
( A x  +  B y ) ^ _ pT2 c r p T o ]  _  e  p T >
p  a
The cost of H V C  is
St S'2 S f
— e ~ pTu - I n 1 — Xi
1 — x
( A x i  +  B y  i )  
P
[ e ~ p T '2 -  e ~ p T °] .
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The cost of C H V  C  is
S 3 s., S 5  S f
— J(Ax  +  By)e  pt ds +  f  ue pTl ds +  J ve pTl ds — J(Axi  +  By{)e ~pt ds
So
+  [e- , n  _  e -„ H
7  V l - J LI \  x .
Now the cost of C H V C  minus the cost of H V C  is — ^ F ( x , y , x i , y i ) [ e ~ pTl — e~pT°] 
and the cost of C H V  minus the cost of C H V C  is — j;F(x, y, 37 , yi)[e~ pT'2 — e~pTl]. 
Then (a) follows when F ( x , y , x i , y i )  > 0 and (b) follows when F ( x , y , x \ , y i )  < 0. 
Finally, (a) and (b) along with dynamic programming imply (c).
L e m m a  12. For all trajectories joining (x , y ) to (x \ , y i )  in a fixed interval of time 
[To,Ti], C H V  has lower cost than V C H  and the trajectory V C H  can never be 
optimal.
Proof:
Define nonnegative real values Si, i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , and S f  such that
(1) t(Si)  =  T0 if i =  0,1, t{Si) =  Ti if * =  2,3,4, and t {Sf ) = T u
(2) S0 >  0, S0 <  Si <  S 2 < S f , and S 0 < S 3 < S4 < S f ,
(3) x(Si)  =  x  if i =  0 ,1,2 ,3 , and £ (54) =  x ( S f )  = x\ ,  and
(4) y(Si) = y if i =  0 ,3 ,4 , y(Si) = yi  if i =  1, 2 , and 7/(5 / )  =  yi.
First, the cost of V C H  is
Si  S2 S fJ  ve~pT° ds — J  (Ax + B y i ) e ~pt ds +  J  ue~pTl ds
So Si
+  ( ^ + f l ! / i ) [e- , T . _ e -pT1  _  £ ^ . l n ( ' i z a Y
7  V1 — ^ /  P a \ l - x  J
Then, the cost of C H V  is
S.i S f— J  (Ax  +  By)e  pt ds +  J  ue pTl ds +  J  ve pTl ds
So S 3
Now the cost of V C H  minus the cost of C H V  is 
^[e~pT° M ( y , y i , x )  — e~pTlM(y , y i , x \ ) ] ,  which is always positive since 
e-pT0 >  e-PTi and, by Lemma 6 , M ( y , y i , x )  > M ( y , y i , x i ) .  Thus, the cost of 
C H V  is always lower than the cost of V C H  if the initial and terminal states are 
the same. Therefore no trajectory of the type V C H  can be optimal.
L em m a  13. No trajectory V C H V  joining a point (xo, y o )  t o  another point (x t ,  y r )  
in a fixed time interval [0, T] is ever an optimal trajectory.
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(x0. ^
s = S-j 
t =0
s = S0
t = T
(xo. y0 )
s = 0 t=0
K . V t )  
s = S t =T
s = S3 t =T
Figure 3.6 A  trajectory  o f th e  typ e  V C H V .
Proof:
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose xo ^  x t , Vo 7^  Vt , T  > 0, and that
V C H V  satisfies (P M P ). Then define S\,  S'2 , and S3 to be nonnegative real values
such that
(a) 0 <  Si <  S2 <  S3 <  S,
(b) t (5 x) =  0, and t (S2) =  t (S3) =  T,
(c) rc(O) =  Xo, x ( S j ) =  xq if j  =  1,2, and 2: (£3) =  x(S)  = x t , and
(d) y(0) =  y0, y(Sj )  = yx if j  =  1,2,3, and y{S) -  yT .
Then
(I) Along the later vertical stage of V C H V ,  t(s) = T,  S 3  < s < S, 
u = 0 = t ,  v = 1 , x  = x t ,  and y\  <  y < y r  for some value
Vo <  Vi <  IJT- The conditions given by ( P M P )  on this stage of V C H V  are
as follows. The control v = 1 implies tha t W v = 0. By (2), this implies that 
P2 = 7 (f - y j x r ) • Now u ~  0 =  r  and ( P M P )  imply tha t A  =  - ^ r  and
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P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by integration,
Pi = - 7( iI jL )  -  +  ci and P3 =  —pse~pT +  c2, where
ci and c2 are constants.
(II) Along the horizontal stage of V C H V ,  t(s) = T, S 2 <  s < S3 ,
t  = 0  — v, u =  1, xq <  x <  x t ,  and y =  yi. The conditions given 
by ( P M P )  on this stage of V C H V  are as follows. The control u =  1 implies 
tha t W u =  0. By (2), this implies that P i =  a( i - 'x)' Now r  =  0 =  v
and ( P M P )  imply tha t P2 =  0 and P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by integration,
P2 =  c 3  and P3 =  — p s e ~ p T  +  C4 , where c3 and C4  are constants.
(III) Along the constant stage of V C H V ,  0 <  t(s) < T, Si  <  s < S 2,
u = 0 = v, t  = 1, x  = xo, and y = yi- The conditions given by 
( P M P )  on this stage of V C H V  are as follows. The control r  =  1 implies 
th a t W T =  0. By (2), this implies that P3 =  —(Ax0 -f By i )e~pt. Now 
u =  0 =  v and ( P M P )  imply tha t Pi =  —Ae~pt and P2 =  —B e ~pt. Then 
by integration, P i =  ^ e ~ pt +  c3 and P2 =  ^ e ~ pt +  cq, where c3 and cq 
are constants.
(IV) Along the initial vertical stage of V C H V ,  t(s) = 0, 0 <  s < Si,
u =  0 =  t , v =  1, x  =  xq, and yo < y < y\.  The conditions given 
by ( P M P )  on this stage of V C H V  are as follows. The control v =  1 implies 
tha t W v =  0. By (2), this implies that P2 =  7(i_y/Zo) • Now u =  0 =  r
and ( P M P )  imply that P i =  — and P3 =  —p. Then by integration,
Pi = - 7(i_Ji.) “  +  c7 and P3 =  - p s  +  c8, where c7 and
c3 are constants.
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Next we observe that
-pT
(i
(ii
(iii
(iv
(v
(vi
(vii
(viii
(ix
a ( l —x t )
r-pT
e~pT 
=  C3,
-  I n f  1 —7 V xt JPx(Sz) =
P2(S3) — 7 ( i - y 1/x T)
^3 (S3) =  - p S 3e~pT +  c2 =  - p S 3e~pT +  c4,
Pi(S*)  =  =  J e~pT +
P2 (S2) = C3 = f e - pT +  c6,
P3 (S2) = —pS2e~pT + c4 = - ( A x 0 +  By i ) e~pT,
1 7 \  xo J
+ Cl,
+  c 7,
and
■P3 (5 'i) = -(>lxo +  -Bj/i) = -p 5 i +  c8. 
Then (i) through (vii) and (ix) imply that
ci - PT
1 +
1
_ a ( l - x T) ' 7 ( l-£ jr )
■+ — In ( 1
7
yi_
X T
C2 =  c4 =  [ps2 -  (Ax0 +  By{)\e pT, 
e~pT
c3 =
C5 =  
C6 =  
C7 =
7(1 JtLl ’XT '
- - \ e ~ pT
B -PT
a ( l - x 0) p
1____________
7 (1  — V i / x t ) f
A \ 1 1 1 f  1 Vlyp 7 ( 1 - & )  7  n v  ^ 0 + C5 , and
cs = [pSi -  {Ax0 +  B y 1)].
Now (viii) implies that c6 =  —y — and combining this with cq as
determined above results in the equation Q(xo, 7/1 , xy) = 0. Since
2/1 > 2/0 ? Q(xoiUi i Xt ) must be negative by Lemma 7, if (x0,2/o) £ ^o- Thus, a
contradiction arises, so V C H V  cannot satisfy ( P MP )  and therefore can never be
optimal.
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L e m m a  14. No four-piece trajectory joining a point (x , y) to another point (xi,  yi),  
besides H V C V  and H C H V , can be optimal.
P ro o f:
Consider all of the 22 possible four-piece trajectories other than H V C V  and 
H C H V .
H V C H  cannot be optimal by dynamic programming and Lemma 12.
H C H C  and V C H C  cannot be optimal by Lemma 9.
C V H C  and H V H C  cannot be optimal by Lemma 10.
H C V C  and V C V C  cannot be optimal by Lemma 8 .
C H V C  cannot be optimal by Lemma 11.
V H V C  and V H C H  cannot be optimal by Lemma 10.
C H C H  and C H C V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 9.
C V  C H  and C V  C V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 8.
H C V H , V C V H , C H V H , V H V H  and V H C V  cannot be optimal by 
Lemma 10.
V C H V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 13.
Finally, C V H V  and H V H V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 10.
This concludes the proof.
L e m m a  15. No five-piece trajectory joining a point (x, y) to another point (a?i, 2/ i ) 
can be optimal.
P ro o f:
Consider all of the 48 possible five-piece trajectories.
1) C H C H C , 2 ) V H C H C , 3) C V C H C , and 4) H V C H C  cannot be optimal by
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Lemma 9.
5) H C V H C , 6 ) V C V H C ,  7) C H V H C , and 8) V H V H C  cannot be optimal by 
Lemma 10.
9) C H C V C , 10) V H C V C , 11) C V C V C ,  and 12) H V C V C  cannot be optimal by 
Lemma 8.
13) H C H V C  and 14) V C  H V C  cannot be optimal by dynamic programming and 
Lemma 11.
15) C V H V C ,  16) H V  H V  C, 17) C V H C H ,  and 18) H V H C H  cannot be optimal 
by Lemma 10.
19) H C H C H  and 20) V C H C H  cannot be optimal by Lemma 9.
21) H C V C H  and 22) V C V C H  cannot be optimal by Lemma 8 .
23) C H V C H , and 24) C H V C V  cannot be optimal by dynamic programming and 
Lemma 11 since this Lemma implies
(a ) C H V C H  and C H V C V  have higher cost than H V C H  and H V C V ,  
respectively, whenever F ( x q , yo ,  x t , Ut ) > 0, and 
( h ) C I i V C I I  and C H V C V  have higher cost than some trajectory of the form 
C H V H  and C H V ,  respectively, whenever F(xo,yo,XT,yT)  < 0.
25) V H V C H ,  26) C H C V H ,  27) V H C V H , 28) C V C V H ,  29) H V C V H ,
30) H C H V H ,  31) V C H V H ,  32) C V H V H ,  and 33) H V H V H  cannot be optimal 
by Lemma 10.
34) H C H C V  and 35) V C H C V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 9.
36) CV H CV ,  37) H V H C V ,  and 38) V H V C V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 10.
39) H C V C V  and 40) V C V C V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 8 .
41) C H C H V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 9.
42) C V C H V  cannot be optimal by Lemma 8.
43)By Lemma 12, for any trajectory of the type H V C H V , there exists a trajectory 
of the type H C H V  (which is obtained by replacing V C H  in H V C H V  with
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C H V )  which has lower cost. Thus, H V C H V  cannot be optimal.
44) V H C H V , 45) H C V H V ,  46) V C V H V , 47) C H V H V ,  and 48) V H V H V  
cannot be optimal by Lemma 10.
Thus, no five-piece trajectories can be optimal. This concludes the proof.
§4. T h e  O p tim a l S y n th esis
In this section the optimal trajectories are determined in the normal case. 
These solutions are given in three theorems. The optimal trajectories are given in 
Theorem 1 in the case where xq > x,  in Theorem 2 in the case where xq <  x  and 
x t  <  x,  and in Theorem 3 in the case where xq < x  and x t  > x.
T h e o re m  1 . Assume that conditions (C l) and (C2) hold.
Then the optimal trajectories for the problem (P ) with initial conditions 
(.'c(O),y(0)) =  (£0, 2/0) G fli fl floi f°r * =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6 , or 8 , and t(0) =  0, and 
terminal conditions (x(S). .y(S)) =  ( x t ,  D t )  G Clj  f o r  j  =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6 , or 8, and 
t (S)  — T , are:
Case 1: F ( x 0 , y 0 , x T ,yT) > 0 and E ( x 0 , yo,yT) > 0
( H V C V  if -Hfi- <  5IT
For i =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6,8  and j  =  1 < and E(xT,yo,XTz)  > 0 ,
no normal 
, trajectories otherwise.
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( H V C  if E ( x T ,yo,yT ) > 0,
F o r i =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6,8  and j  =  2,5 < no normal
 ^ trajectories if E ( x t ,  yoi Vt ) <  0 .
For i =  6 and j  = 6 VC.
For i — 6 and j  — 8 V C V  where (x,y)  =  (x , xz )  on C.
((:ro>2/o) and (X T , y r ) cannot both be in fig since F{ xq, yo, x t , 2/ t )  >  0)
Case 2: F ( x 0, y 0 , x T , yT ) >  0 and E ( x 0, yo, t/t)  <  0
For i =  1,2,5 and j  =  1,2,5 no normal trajectories.
((®o,2/o) ^  ^6  U fig in Case 2 since E ( x Q,yQ,yT ) < 0 )
Case 3: F ( x 0 , y o , x T , y T )  < 0 and E ( x 0, y 0 , yT ) > 0
For i =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6,8  and j  =  1 <
C H V  if >  z or
X T  —
F ( x 0 , yo , xT , x Tz) <  0, 
H V C V  if ^  < z,
X'p 7
E(xj ' ,  2/0, XT%) > 0 , and 
F ( x Q,y 0 , x T , x Tz) > 0,
no normal
trajectories otherwise.
F o r i =  1 ,2 ,5 ,6,8  and j  =  2,5 C HV .
For i =  6 and j  =  8 V C V  where (x,y)  =  (x , xz)  on C.
For i =  8 and j  = 8 CV.
((x o,yo) and (X T , y r ) cannot both be in fig since F(xo,yo,XT,yT)  > 0)
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Case 4: F(x0, y0, xT,yT) <  0 and E(x0, y0, yT) <  0
( C H V  if Uo / X T  >  5 or
F ( x 0 , yo , xT , x T z) < 0,F o r i =  1,2,5 and j  =  1
no normal 
, trajectories otherwise 
F o r i =  1,2,5 and j  =  2,5 C H V .
((rc0, 2/o) £ ^6  U fl8 in Case 2 since E ( x 0 , yo,yT ) <  0)
In all cases, H V  C V  denotes the unique trajectory of this type which is constant 
at (x,y) =  (xT , x T z).
P roo f:
The proof is done by eliminating all feasible trajectories from (.to, Vo, 0) to 
( t t ,  J/t, T)  which do not satisfy the Pontryagin Maximum Principle ( P M P )  and 
then, by determining tha t no two feasible trajectories satisfy ( P M P )  under the 
same conditions.
First, by Lemma 15, no five-piece trajectories are ever optimal. Then by Lemma 
14, no four-piece trajectories other than H C H V  and H V C V  can ever be optimal. 
Now by Lemma 19, H C H V  cannot be optimal since xo >  x. By dynamic pro­
gramming this leaves only H V C V  and all feasible trajectories of three or fewer 
pieces as possible optimal trajectories. Furthermore, trajectories of fewer than 
three pieces and trajectories of only one or two different letters do not need to be 
considered. The reason is tha t such trajectories cannot be feasible unless either 
x0 =  x j-, y0 =  2/cr, oi* T  =  0. The solutions under these conditions are always 
just, special cases of the solutions to the general situation except in the case where 
( x t ,  V t ) £ £!g U fig- From Lemmas 2 and 3 three observations can be made in this
case. First, E(xo,yo,UT) > 0, second F{xQ,yo,XT,yr)  > 0 if both (rco, yo) and 
{x Ti Ut)  are in fl6, and third, F{x0, y 0 , x T ,yT)  <  0 if both (x 0 , y0) and (xT , yT ) 
are in fis- Now if ( x t , V t )  U Og, we have the general situation which means
that only H V C V  and the six three-piece trajectories tha t consist of C, H,  and V  
need to be considered. Now, the three-piece trajectories C V H  and V H C  can never 
be optimal by Lemma 10 and the trajectory V C H  can never be optimal by Lemma 
12. Moreover, by Lemma 18, the three-piece trajectory H C V  cannot be optimal 
since x t  > x. All of this leaves only H V C V , C H V , and H V C  as possible optimal 
trajectories. These three trajectories will be considered in the following four cases.
(I) F ( x 0, y0 , x T ,yT ) > 0 and E ( x 0, y0, yT ) >  0
In this case, by Lemma 17, the trajectory C H V  can never be optimal. Now 
consider the three subcases
(a) ( x t , 2/ t )  £ First, y r / x r  >  z which implies, by Lemma 16, that 
H V  C cannot be optimal. This leaves only H V  C V  as a possibility. Now by 
part (f) of Lemma 3, F { x q , yo,xx,  x ^z )  > F(xo,yo,XT,yT)  > 0, so by 
Lemma 20, H V  C V  satisfies { PM P )  iff it is constant at the point ( x t ,  x ^ z )  
and E { x rp, t/o> x^ z )  >  0. Thus, H V C V  is optimal if E ( x t ,  yo, x t z )  >  0 
and i/o I x t  < z. This trajectory cannot even exist if yo/^T >  z. Nothing 
is optimal otherwise.
(b) {x t PJt ) £ U First, y r / x r  ^  z which implies, by Lemma 
20, tha t no trajectory of the type H V C V  can be optimal. This leaves 
only H V C  as a possibility. Now, by Lemma 16, H V C  satisfies ( P M P )  
iff E(xT,yo,yT)  > 0. Thus H V C  is optimal if E(xq^ y()J yT) > 0 and 
nothing is optimal if E ( x t ,  yo, V t )  < 0.
(c) (.x'r, Ut ) G fic U In this situation the only possibly optimal feasible 
trajectories are of the types CV, VC,  C V C  and V C V . First, if
(x t , 1J t ) G fig then by Lemma 8 , V C  must be the optimal solution. If
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(xT i Ht ) € ^ 8  and (xo,yo) G JT2g then the trajectory V C V ,  which is
constant at (x , y) = (x , xz) ,  is optimal. Prom above, (x t , yr )  and (x o, Vo)
cannot both be in fls-
(II) F ( x 0 , yo , xT , yT ) >  0 and E ( x 0 , yo,yT ) < 0
In this case, by Lemma 2, (xj~, yj<) ^  Qq U fig and by Lemma 17, the
trajectory C H V  can never be optimal. Then from Lemma 2,
E( xT , yo , x r z )  <  E(xo ,yo ,yT) <  0, which implies, by Lemma 20, that no 
trajectory of the type H V C V  can be optimal. This leaves only H V C  as a 
possibility, but E ( x T , y0 , yT ) < E ( x 0 , y0 ,yT) < 0, which implies by 
Lemma 16, that H V C  is not optimal either. Thus, nothing is optimal in this 
case.
(Ill) F(xQ,yo,xT ,yT ) < 0 and E ( x 0, yo, yr)  > 0
In this case, by Lemma 16, the trajectory H V C  can never be optimal. Now 
consider the three subcases
(a) ( xT , yr )  G Fh'st, by Lemma 17, C H V  satisfies ( P M P )  iff
i) yo /xx  >  z or ii) i j q / x t  < z and F ( x q ,  yo, x ^ ,  x ^ z )  < 0. This leaves 
H V C V  as the only other possibility. It is feasible iff y0/-':T <  -5 and it 
satisfies ( P M P )  as well iff F(xo,yo,x j ' , x j ' z )  > 0, E ( xT , yo , x r z )  >  0 
and the trajectory is constant at (x, y) =  ( x t ,  x t z ) .  Now, under no 
circumstances do both C H V  and H V C V  satisfy ( PMP) .  Thus, H V C V  is 
optimal if yoI x t  < z, E( xT , yo , x xz )  > 0, and F ( x . q ,  ijq,  x t ,  x?z)  >  0. 
C H V  is optimal if i)yo/®T >  5 or ii) yo/xT < z and 
F ( x , q ,  i jq,  x t ,  xj ' z)  <  0. Nothing is optimal if yo/xT  <  z, 
F ( x 0, yo , xT , x T z) > 0 and E ( x T , y0 , x T z) < 0.
(b) (x t PJt ) G fl2 U Us: First, y r l x T <  z which implies, by Lemma 20, 
that no trajectory of the type H V C V  can be optimal. This leaves only 
C H V  as a possibility. Now, by Lemma 17, C H V  satisfies ( P M P )  since
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xq > x. Thus C H V  is optimal.
(c) (x t ,Vt ) £ He U H8: In this situation the only possibly optimal feasible 
trajectories are of the types CV, VC,  C V C  and V C V . First, if 
( x t , V t )  G 1^ 8 then by Lemma 8 , C V  must be the optimal solution if 
(x o,Vo) is also in Hg. If ( x t , V t )  £ ^8  and (xo,yo) E then the 
trajectory V C V ,  which is constant at (x,y)  — (x ,xz) ,  is optimal. From 
the previous page, (x t ,Dt ) and (xo,yo) cannot both be in Ho-
(IV) F ( x 0 , yq , x t ,Vt )  <  0 and E ( x 0 ,iy0 , yT ) <  0
In this case, by Lemma 2, (.'Et,2/t) £ ^ 6  U fts and by Lemma 16, the trajec­
tory H V C  can never be optimal. Then from Lemma 2,
E(xT,yo,x-rz)  < E ( x 0 , y0 , yT ) < 0, which implies, by Lemma 20, that
H V C V  cannot be optimal. This leaves only C H V  as a possibility. Now con­
sider the three subcases
(a) (x t ,]Jt ) £ Hi: First, by Lemma 17, C H V  satisfies ( P M P )  iff
i) yo/^’T >  -z or ii) y o /^ r  < z  and F ( x q ,  yo, x t ,  x t z )  <  0. Thus, C H V  
is optimal if i)yo/-x‘T >  z or ii) yo /^ T  <  z and F ( x q ,  yo, x t ,  x t z )  <  0 
and nothing is optimal if y o /x r <  5 and F(xQ,yQ,XT,x r z )  > 0 .
(b) (xT , yT ) e  ^2  U fI5: First, y r / x T <  z  and since xq > x, C H V  
satisfies ( P MP ) .  Thus C H V  is optimal.
Hence, the theorem is proven.
T h e o re m  2 . Assume that conditions (C l) and (C2) hold.
The optimal trajectories for the problem (P)  with initial conditions
(x(0), y(0)) =  (xQ,yo) E fli fl Ho for i =  3,4, or 7, and f(0) =  0, and terminal
conditions (x(S) , y(S) )  = ( x x , y r )  £ Hj for j  — 3 ,4 ,6,7,  or 8 , and t (S)  — T,  are:
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F ori =  3 ,4 ,7  and j  — 3 ,6 ,7  HVC.
For i = 3,7 and j  = 4 ,8  H V C V .
( H C V  if g  >  z,
For i =  4 and j  = 4,8 <
I H V C V  if *3. < 5 .
V. XT
In all cases, H V  C V  denotes the unique trajectory of this type which is constant at 
(x,y)  = (xT , x Tz).
Proof:
The proof is done by eliminating all feasible trajectories from (xo,Uq,0) to 
{x t i UTi T)  which do not satisfy the Pontryagin Maximum Principle { P M P )  and 
then, by determining that no two feasible trajectories satisfy { P M P )  under the 
same conditions.
First, by Lemma 15, no five-piece trajectories are ever optimal. Then by Lemma 
14, no four-piece trajectories other than H C H V  and H V C V  can ever be optimal. 
Now by Lemma 19, H C H V  cannot be optimal since x t  < x. By dynamic program­
ming this leaves only H V  C V  and all feasible trajectories of three or fewer pieces as 
possible optimal trajectories. Furthermore, trajectories of fewer than three pieces 
and trajectories of only one or two different letters do not need to be considered. The 
reason is tha t such trajectories cannot be feasible unless either xq =  xy, ijq =  y x , 
or T  =  0. The solutions under these conditions are always just special cases of the 
solutions to the general situation. In the genaral situation only H V  C V  and the six 
three-piece trajectories that consist of C , H,  and V  need to be considered. Now, 
the three-piece trajectories C V H  and V H C  can never be optimal by Lemma 10
G8
and the trajectory V C H  can never be optimal by Lemma 12. Moreover, by Lemma 
17, the three-piece trajectory C H V  cannot be optimal since xq < x. All of this 
leaves only H VC V ,  HCV,  and H V C  as possible optimal trajectories. These three 
trajectories will be considered in the following three cases, but first we note that by 
Lemma 2, E(x,yQ,yT) > 0 for all x  <  x.
(I) ( x? , y r )  € O3 U U f v  First, by Lemma 18, H C V  can never be optimal 
since yo/xT < z. Next, by Lemma 20, no trajectory of the type H V C V  can 
be optimal since such a trajectory can satisfy (P M P ) only if it is constant at 
(x,y)  =  (x t , x t z ) which is impossible in this case. This leaves only H V C  
as a possibility. Then, by Lemma 4, F(xo,yo,XT,yT) > 0. Now this and the 
fact tha t y r / x T  <  z, imply, by Lemma 16, that H V C  statisfies ( P M P )  and 
is therefore optimal.
(II) (xT , y r )  G fi4 U fi8 and (x 0 , y0) £ U
First, by Lemma 18, H C V  can never be optimal since y o / x r  < z. Next, by 
Lemma 16, H V C  cannot be optimal. This leaves only H V C V  as a possibility. 
Then, by Lemmas 2 and 4, E(xT,yo,XTz)  > 0 and F(xQ,yo,XT,XTz)  > 0. 
and Now all of this implies, by Lemma 20, that only the trajectory H V C V ,  
which is constant at (x , y ) =  (x t , x ? z ), statisfies ( P M P )  and is therefore 
optimal.
(Ill) ( x t PJt ) G U4 U and (£0, 2/0) G Ihp
First, by Lemma 16, H V C  can never be optimal since y r / x T  > z. Next, if 
?/o/ -<'T >  z, then by Lemma 20, no trajectory of the type H V C V  can be
optimal and by Lemma 18, H C V  satisfies ( PMP) .  If y o / x r  < z, then , by 
Lemma 18, H C V  cannot be optimal. This leaves only H V C V  as a possibility. 
Next, by Lemmas 2 and 4, E(xT,yo,XTz)  > 0 and F(xo, yo, x r ,  x?z)  > 0, 
which implies, by Lemma 20, that only the trajectory H V C V ,  which is constant 
at (x, y) =  (x t , x t z ), statisfies ( PMP) .  Thus, H C V  is optimal if yo/xT > z,
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and H V C V  is optimal if y o / x r  < z. 
Hence, the theorem is proven.
T heorem  3. Assume that conditions (C l) and (C2) hold.
The optimal trajectories for the problem (P ) with initial conditions 
(x(0 ) , y (0 )) =  (XQ,yo) G Hi fl Oo f°r * =  3,4, or 7, and t(0) =  0, and terminal 
conditions (x(S) , y(S) )  =  (xt , V t ) €= f° r j  = 1; 2, or 5, and t (S)  =  T, are:
Case 1: F ( x , y 0 , x T ,yT) > 0 and E{ xT ,y0 , yT ) > 0
For i = 3,4, 7 and j  = 1
H V C V  if E ( x t , 2/0) x t z ) >  0,
| no normal
I trajectories otherwise.
For i =  3,4, 7 and j  =  2,5 H VC .
Case 2: F(x,yo,XT,VT) > 0 and E(xT,yQ,yr)  < 0
no normal trajectories.
Case 3: F ( x , y 0 , x T , yT ) < 0 and E ( x T ,yQ,yT ) > 0
For i — 3,7 and j  =  1
' H V C V  if E(xT,yo,XTz)  > 0
and F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  > 0 , 
H C H V  if F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0,
no normal
trajectories otherwise.
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For i =  3,4, 7 and j  =  2,5 HCHV.
' H C H V  if F(x,yo,  x t , x t z ) < 0,
For i — 4 and j  =  1
H V C V  if *2- < z,XT
E ( x T , y0 , x T z) > 0,
and F ( x , y 0 , x T , x T z) >  0,
no normal 
. trajectories otherwise.
Case 4: F ( x , y 0 , x T , yT ) <  0 and E ( x T , y0, yT ) < 0
( H C H V  if F(x,yo,XT,%Tz)  <  0,
For i = 3 ,4 ,7  and j  = 2,5 H C H V .
In all cases, I I V C V  denotes the unique trajectory of this type which is constant at 
(x,y)  = (x t , x t z ) and H C H V  denotes the unique trajectory of this type which 
is constant at (x,y)  =  (x,yo).
The proof is done by eliminating all feasible trajectories from (j;q, ?/o, 0) to 
(X T ,  Vt , T )  which do not satisfy the Pontryagin Maximum Principle ( P M P )  and 
then, by determining tha t no two feasible trajectories satisfy ( P M P )  under the 
same conditions.
First, by Lemma 15, no five-piece trajectories are ever optimal. Then by lemma 
14, no four-piece trajectories other than H C H V  and H V C V  can ever be optimal.
For i =  3, 7,4 and j  =  1 no normal
trajectories otherwise.
Proof:
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By dynamic programming this leaves only H V C V , H C H V , and all feasible tra­
jectories of three or fewer pieces as possible optimal trajectories. Furthermore, 
trajectories of fewer than three pieces and trajectories of only one or two different 
letters do not need to be considered. The reason is that such trajectories cannot 
be feasible unless either x 0 =  x t ,  yo =  Ut, or T  =  0. The solutions under
these conditions are always just special cases of the solutions to the general situa­
tion. Now, only H V C V , H C H V , and the six three-piece trajectories that consist 
of C, H,  and V  need to be considered. Now, the three-piece trajectories C V H  and 
V H C  can never be optimal by Lemma 10 and the trajectory V C H  can never be 
optimal by Lemma 12. Moreover, by Lemma 18, the three-piece trajectory H C V  
cannot be optimal since x t  > x  and by Lemma 17, C H V  can never be optimal.
All of this leaves only H V C V ,  HCHV ,  and H V C  as possible optimal trajectories.
These three trajectories will be considered in the following four cases, but first we 
note that by Lemma 2 , E ( x , y o , y r ) > 0 for all x < x.
(I) F ( x , y 0 , x T , yT ) >  0 and E ( x T , yo, yr)  > 0
In this case, by Lemma 19, no trajectory of the type H C H V  can be optimal.
Now consider the two subcases
(a) (xT , yr )  £ ^ i : First, y x / x r  > z which implies, by Lemma 16, that 
H V C  cannot be optimal. This leaves only trajectories of the type H V C V  
as possibilities. Now by part (f) of Lemma 3,
F ( x 0 , y0 , x T , x T z) > F ( x , y 0 , x T , x Tz) > F ( x , y 0 , x T , yT ) >  0 , so by 
Lemma 20, H V C V  satisfies ( P M P )  iff it is constant at the point ( x t ,  x t z )  
and E( xT , yo , x Tz) > 0. Thus, the trajectory H V C V  which is constant
at the point (x t , x t z ), is optimal if E(xT,yo,XTz)  >  0 and nothing is
optimal if E ( x t , yo, x t z )  < 0 .
(b) ( x t PJt ) € L!2 U fig: First, y r / x r  <  z which implies, by Lemma 20, 
tha t no trajectory of the type H V C V  can be optimal. This leaves only
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H V C  as a possibility. Now, by Lemma 3,
F ( x 0 , y0 , x T , yT ) > F{ x , y0 , x T , yT ) >  0, so by Lemma 16, H V C
satisfies {PMP) .  Thus H V C  is optimal.
(II) F { x , yQ, x T ,yT ) >  0 and E{ x T ,y0 , yT) < 0
In this case, by Lemma 19, no trajectory of the type H C H V  can be optimal. 
Then from Lemma 2, E{x?,  yo, x ^z )  <  E ( x T , yo,yr)  <  0, which implies, by 
Lemma 20, that no trajectory of the type H V  C V  can be optimal. This leaves 
only H V C , which cannot be optimal by Lemma 16. Thus, nothing is optimal 
in this case.
(Ill) F ( x , y 0 , x T ,yT ) <  0 and E { x T ,yo,yr)  >  0
In this case, by Lemma 16, the trajectory H V C  can never be optimal. Now 
consider the three subcases
(a) (X T , y r ) G and (ztnZ/o) S O3 U fly:
First, by Lemma 19, the only trajectory of the type H C H V  which satisfies 
{ PM P )  is the one which is constant at {x,y)  =  {x,yo). This trajectory 
satsfies {PMP)  iff F{x,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0. This leaves only H V C V  as an 
additional possibility. A trajectory H V C V  satisfies { P M P)  iff 
F{xo,yo,XT,XTz) > 0 , E { x t , 1Jo,xt z )  > 0 and the trajectory is con­
stant at {x,y)  =  (X t , x t z ). Now, under no circumstances do both 
H C H V  and H V C V  satisfy {PMP) .  Thus, the above H V C V  trajectory 
is optimal if E { x t ,  yo, %tz) > 0 , and F{x , yo ,XT,xxz )  > 0 , the above 
H C H V  trajectory is optimal if F{x,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0, and nothing is 
optimal if F { x q , yo, x t , x t z ) > 0 and E { x t , yo, %tz) < 0 .
(b) {x t ,1Jt ) £  ^1 and (mo,2/o) £ ^ 4: First, >  z,. Then, by Lemma 
19, the only trajectory of the type H C H V  which satisfies { P M P )  is the 
one tha t is constant at {x,y) = {x,yo). This trajectory satisfies { PMP)  
iff F{x,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0. Now the only trajectory of the type H V C V
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which satisfies ( P M P )  is the one which is constant at (x , y ) =  ( x t , x t z ) .  
This trajectory satisfies ( P M P )  iff yo/^T <  z, F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  > 0, 
and E ( x t , V o , x t z )  > 0. Now, under no circumstances do both H C H V  
and H V C V  satisfy ( PMP) .  Thus, the above H V C V  trajectory is optimal 
if v o / x t  < z, E(xT,yo,%Tz) > 0, and F ( x , y 0 ,XT,XTz)  >  0. The 
above H C H V  trajectory is optimal if F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  <  0. Nothing is 
optimal otherwise.
(c) ( xT , y r )  G ^2  U ^ 5: First, y r /^ T  <  z which implies, by Lemma 20, 
tha t H V C V  cannot be optimal. This leaves only trajectories of the type 
H C H V  as possibilities. Then, by Lemma 3,
F ( x , y o , X T , X T z )  < F ( x , y o , X T , y r )  < 0. Thus, by Lemma 19, only 
the trajectory H C H V , which is constant at (x,yo), satisfies ( P M P )  since 
.z'o >  x .  Thus the trajectory H C H V  which is constant at (x, yo), is 
optimal.
(IV) F ( x , y 0, x T , y T ) <  0 and E ( x T , yo, U t )  < 0
In this case, by Lemma 16, the trajectory H V C  can never be optimal. Then 
from Lemma 2, E(xT,yo ,x j ' z )  < E ( x t , y0, y r) <  0, which implies, by
Lemma 20, tha t H V C V  cannot be optimal. This leaves only H C H V  as a 
possibility. Now consider the three subcases
(a) (x t ,Vt ) G First, by Lemma 19, a trajectory of the type H C H V  
satisfies ( P M P )  iff it is constant at (5,yo) and F( x , yo , XT , xr z )  < 0. 
Thus, the trajectory H C H V ,  which is constant at (x, yo) is optimal if 
F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0 and nothing is optimal otherwise.
(b) ( xT , yr )  G 1^ 2 U Hq and (xo,yo) G ^ 4: First, by Lemma 3, 
F ( x , ijo, x t , x t z ) < F(x,yQ,X’r,yj ' )  < 0. Thus, a trajectory of the type 
H C H V  satisfies ( P M P )  iff it is constant at (x, y) =  (x, yo). Therefore, 
the trajectory H C H V , which is constant at (x ,yo ), is optimal .
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L em m a  16. The trajectory H V C  joining (xo,yo) in the fixed time
interval [0,T] satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle { P M P )  if and only if
(a) E { x T , yQ, y T) > 0,
(b) F{x 0 , y 0 , x T , yT ) > 0 ,
( c ) V t I x t  <  z ,  a n d
(d) F{x,yo,XT,VT)  > 0 when xo <  x and x  < x t-
Proof:
Define Si and S2 to be nonnegative real values such that 0 <  Si <  S2 <  S,
t {Si)  = t{S2) =  0 , x(S i) =  x(S2) =  xT, y(Si) =  y0, and y(S2) =  yT -
Then
(I) Along the constant stage of H V C ,  0 <  t{s) < T, S2 < s < S,
■u =  0 =  v, t  = 1, x =  x t ,  and y =  y t- The conditions given by { PMP)  
on this stage of I I V C  are as follows. The control r  =  1 implies that W T =  0. 
By (2), this implies that P3 =  —{Ax? + B y r ) e~ pt■ Now u =  0 =  v and 
{ P M P )  imply that Pi =  —Ae~pt and P2 =  —Be~pt. Then by integration, 
Pi =  ~ e ~ pt +  ci and P2 =  ^ e ~ pt +  C2, where Ci and C2 are constants.
(II) Along the vertical stage of H V C ,  t{s) =  0, Si <  s < S2, u = 0 =  r ,  
v =  1, x =  x t ,  and yo < y  < y r -  The conditions given by { PM P )  011 
this stage of H V C  are as follows. The control v =  1 implies that 
W v =  0. By (2), this implies that P2 — j j ~ j-—j • Now u =  0 =  r  
and { PM P )  imply that P i =  — and P3 =  —p. Then by integration, 
Pi = ~ 7(i_1Jir ) ~  ^ -  7 7 ^ +  c3 and P3 =  - p s  +  c4, where c3 and
c4 are constants.
(Ill) Along the horizontal stage of H V C ,  t{s) = 0, 0 <  s < S i, t = 0 =  v, 
u = 1, xo <  x <  x t ,  and y =  yo- The conditions given by { P M P )  on this 
stage of H V C  are as follows. The control u =  1 implies that W u = 0. By
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(2), this implies that P 4 = a( i - xy  ^ ow T =  ^ — v anc  ^ ( P M P )  imply that 
P2 = 0 and P3 =  —p. Then by integration, P2 s  C5 and P3 =  —ps +  cG, 
where C5 and cG are constants.
Next we observe that
(i) Pi (S2) = j; + ci = - 7(1^ |x .} -  +  c3,
(ii) P2{S2) = f  +  c2 =  7(1_ !/1t / x t ) ,
(iii) P3(5,2) =  - ( A c T +  P y T ) =  +  c4,
W  A(Si) = ^ 5  = -^ I% y -  + <*,
(v) P2(Si)  = c5 =  7(1_^o/a!r), and
(vi) P3(5 i) =  - p S i  +  c4 =  —p5i +  cG.
Then (i) through (vi) imply that
— A  1 1 ,  / ,  V t \
Cl P  7(1 ~  | f )  7 V ^ r j  C3’
1________ B
C2 7 (1  — V t / x t ) p '
1 1 1 i ,  A  vo
°3 a ( \ - x T ) 7(1 “  ) 7 H V XT
c4 =  p S 2 — ( A x t  + B i j t )  — c6, and 
1
7 ( 1 -  S:)*
where 5 4 =  5 2 =  +  Si, and 5  = T  + S 2.
Under what conditions are all of the switching curves nonpositive? The switching 
curves are examined at each stage of HV C .
(I) The constant stage
(a) W u =  [ ( f  ~  a ( i * x f ) ) ( e ~ p t  -  1)  +  A ( x T , y o , y T ) ] a ( l - x T ).  Now
WU(S) =  - E ( x T ,y0 , yT ). Then W„(S2) =  A{xT ,y0 , yT )a( l  -  x T ),
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which is nonpositive by Lemma 1. Thus, WU(S)  <  0 iff 
E ( x T ,yo,yT ) >  o .  Then Wu(s) =  - ( A a ( l  -  x T ) -  p)a( l  -  x T )e~pt, 
which is negative if X? < x, zero if x t  =  x , and positive if x t  > x. 
In any of these three cases W u is nonpositive for all s G [S2,5] whenever 
both endpoints are negative.
(b) W v = -  yT/ x T ) -  p]{e~pt -  1). Now W v <  O if f y T / x T < z
since t G [0, T].
(c) W r =  0 since r  >  0.
(II) The vertical stage
(a) W u =  a ( l  — x t )A(x t , yo,y), which is nonpositive by Lemma 1 since
y > yo-
(b) W v =  0 since v >  0.
(c) W T = B( y  — yT ) + p(S2 -  s), W T{S2) =  0, and
M/rr(<S'i) =  M(yo, yT , x t ) . Now, by Lemma 6 , TTt (Si) <  0 iff 
IJt / x t  < z .  Furthermore, W T =  B y ( l  — y / x t ) — p, which is nonnegative 
since y / xT  <  2/ t / ^ t  <  z  for all y G [2/0? 2/r] (i-e- V t / x 0 <  z ) .  Thus 
W T is a nonpositive function of s  from 0 to S i  iff p t / x t  <  z .
(Ill) The horizontal stage
(a) W u = 0 since u > 0.
(b) W v — \Zy°J/xT ~  1) which is nonpositive since x < x t -
(c) Wr = A ( x - x T ) + B ( y o - y T) + p(S2 - s ) ,  and
ITr (0) =  - F ( x 0, y0 ,XT,yT)-  Thus, WT(0) <  0 iff
F(xo,yo,XT,yT)  >  0. Then from above, W T(Si) <  0 iff <  z.
Now, W T — A a ( l  — x) — p, which is positive for all x  < x,  zero for 
x  =  :c, and negative for all x  >  x. In the case where x,q <  x  and 
x t  >  x, W T achieves a maximum at some value S between 0 and Si
Wr(S') =  —F(x,yo,XT,yT)-  Hence, WT(S) is nonpositive iff 
F(x,  yo,XT,  2/ t )  >  0 whenever xq < x  and x t  > x, so W T is 
nonpositive under the same conditions as well for all s G [0, Si]. If 
x'o >  x  or x t  <  5, then W T is nonpositive for all s since W r is either 
nonpositive or nonnegative for every s G [0, Si].
Now, the lemma follows from (I), (II), and (III).
L em m a  17. The trajectory C H V  joining (xo,yo) to (x t , V t ) in the fixed time
interval [0,T] satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle { P M P )  if and only if
(a) xq > x,
(b) F ( x 0 , yo , xT , yT ) < 0 , and
(c) F(xo,yo,XT,XTz)  < 0 when y o / xr  < z and >  z .
P roo f:
Define Si  and S2 to be nonnegative real values such tha t 0 <  Si <  S2 < S,
t (Si )  = t (S2) = T,  x{Si)  = x 0, x (S 2) -  x T , and y(Si )  = y(S2) =  y0.
Then
(I) Along the vertical stage of C H V , t(s) = T, S2 < s < S, u = 0 =  r ,  
v =  1, x  =  x t ,  and yo < y < y r ■ The conditions given by { P M P )  on 
this stage of C H V  are as follows. The control v = 1 implies that W v =  0. 
By (2), this implies tha t P2 = j -(iZ'yJXT) • Now u =  0 =  r  and { PMP)  
imply that Pi =  — Px2^ / and P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by integration,
^1 =  - 7(i_".L) -  +  ci and P3 =  - p s e ~ pT +  c2, where
ci and c2 are constants.
(II) Along the horizontal stage of C H V , t{s) = T, Si  < s < S2, r  =  0 =  v,
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u =  1, xq < x  < x t , and y = yo. The conditions given by ( P M P )  on
this stage of C H V  are as follows. The control u  =  1 implies that W u = 0.
By (2), this implies tha t P i =  • Now r  =  0 =  v and ( P M P )
imply that P2 =  0 and P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by integration, P2 =  c3 and 
P3 =  —pse~pT +  C4, where C3 and C4 are constants.
(Ill) Along the constant stage of C H V , 0 <  t(s) < T,  0 <  s < S\,
u =  0   v, t  = 1, a: =  xq, and y = y0. The conditions given by ( P M P )
on this stage of C H V  are as follows. The control r  =  1 implies tha t W T =  0. 
By (2), this implies tha t P3 =  — (Axo + Byo)e~pt. Now u =  0 =  v
and ( P M P )  imply tha t P i =  —Ae~pt and P2 =  —B e ~ pt. Then by integra­
tion, P i =  Y>e~Pt ^  c5 anc  ^ =  ^ e~pt +  c6> where C5 and co are constants.
Next we observe that
- „ r - p T - p T
(i) Pi(S^) — a (i_3.T) — 7(i_^_)
(ii) P2(S2) = c3 = 7(i g y - j,
(hi) P3(S2) = —pS2e~pT +  c2 =  - p S 2e~pT +  c4,
7 ln ( 1 _  I +  ci»
■" r  =  — e  p T  +  C5,a (l—iCo) (>(iv) Pi (Si )
(v) P2(Si)  =  c3 =  f e  pT + c6, and
(vi) P3(5 i) =  - p S i e  pT +  c4 =  ~ ( A x 0 + B y 0)e pT. 
Then (i) through (vi) imply tha t
Cl
C2
C3
=  e~pT
1
Vo
Xt
-  +  — In ^1 — —  
) 7 V x t.7(1
[p5i -  ( A x 0 +  B y 0)]e~pT 
e~pT
7 ( 1  - y 0/xT)' 
1
C'6
- p T
,~PT
_  A  
a ( l  — a;0 ) p  J 
1
C4,
and
B
.7 (1 - y o /xT) p.
+
a ( l  — x t )
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where =  T, S2 =  T -  A l n ( ± E ^ ) , and 5  =  +  5 2.
Under what conditions are all of the switching curves nonpositive? The switching 
curves are examined at each stage of CHV.
(I) The vertical stage
(a) W u = a ( l  — XT)Mx T,yo,y)e~pT, which is nonpositive by Lemma 1 since
y  >  y o -
(b) Wv = 0 since v >  0.
(c) W T = [A(xT -  x 0) + B{y -  y0) + p{T -  s)]e-PT and
W r (S) =  F ( x 0 , yo , xT , yT ) e - pT. Thus, ITt (5) <  0 iff 
F( xo , yo , xx , yx )  < 0. Next W T(S2) = L(xo,XT)e~pT, which is nonpos­
itive iff xq > x. Now, W T =  e_pT[i?7 ( l — y / x x )  — p], which is positive 
for all y / x x  < z, zero for y / x r  =  5, and negative for all y / x x  > z. 
In the case where yo /xx  < z and yx/'J'x > z, W T achieves a maximum 
at some value S  between S2 and S  where x (S ) =  x x  and y(S) = xxz .  
Tl.cn S  = T  -  i  l n ( l E u )  -  f  and
ITr (5) =  e~pTF( xo , yo , xx , xx z ) .  Hence W T(S) is nonpositive iff
F ( x 0, y o , xx , x x z )  < 0 whenever yo /xx  < z. and y x / x x  > z , so W r
is nonpositive under the same conditions as well for all s G [52 , S], If 
yo /xx  >  z or y x / x x  <  z, then W T is nonpositive for all s since W T is 
either nonpositive or nonnegative for every s G [52 , 5 ].
(II) The horizontal stage
(a) W u =  0 since u > 0.
(b) W v =  e~pT[\Zy°J/*7: ~  1], which is nonpositive since x < xx-
(c) W T = [A{x — xq) +  p{T — s)]e-/>T, and ITt (5 i) =  0. Then from above, 
ITt (52) <  0 iff x-o >  x. Now, W T — [Aa{ 1 — x) — p]e~pT, which is
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negative for all a; >  x  Hence W T is nonpositive for all s G [S i, 52] iff
X q >  X .
(Ill) The constant stage
(a) W u =  s.). _  — e~pT). Now W u <  0 iff zq >  x.
(b) W v = - 7(1 -  yo/xo)
l - JUL
B ( e ~ p T  _  e - p t \  e - » T  1______ ________
P '  ' ' l { i — Vo / x t ) 7 ( i —V o / x o )
1Now IT„(Si) = TZTHT
X T
- p T
e pT, which is negative since xq < 2,7. 
Then W„(0) =  7(1 -  yo/xo)Q(xo,yo,xT ), which is negative by 
Lemma 7, since (a;0, yo) € ^o- Then W v =  \p — # 7(1 — yo/xo)\e~pt 
which is nonpositive iff yo/^o <  5 and is positive iff yo/x'o >  z. In either 
case, W v is negative for all s G [0, Si] since W v is either nonpositive or 
nonnegative for every s in the set just mentioned.
(c) W T =  0 since r  > 0.
Now, the lemma follows from (I), (II), and (III).
L e m m a  18. The trajectory H C V  joining (£0, 2/0) t°  ( £ t ,2 /t ) hi the fixed time 
interval [0,T] satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle ( P M P )  if and only if 
x t  <  x  and y o /^ r  >  z.
P ro o f:
Define Si and So to be nonnegative real values such that 0 <  Si < S 2 < S,  
t (Si )  =  0, t (S2) = T, x(S i )  -  x (S2) -  X T ,  and y(S'i) =  y(S2) = y0.
Then
(I) Along the vertical stage of H C V , t(s) = T, S2 < s < S, u = 0 =  r , 
v =  1, x = x t ,  and yo <  y <  yT- The conditions given by ( P M P )  011 
this stage of H C V  are as follows. The control v =  1 implies tha t W v =  0. 
By (2), this implies tha t P2 = 7(1e_ jJXT) • Now u = 0 =  r  and ( P M P )
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imply tha t P\ — — and P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by integration,xt
P i =  -  £"7“ ln ( l  “  +  cx and P3 =  - p s e ~ pT +  c2, where
ci and c2 are constants.
(II) Along the constant stage of H C V , 0 <  t(s) < T,  Si  < s < S2,
u =  0 =  v, t  =  1, x = x t ,  and y =  yo- The conditions given by ( P M P )  
on this stage of H C V  are as follows. The control r  =  1 implies tha t W T = 0. 
By (2), this implies tha t P3 =  —(A x t  + Byo)e~pt. Now u  =  0 =  v and 
( P M P )  imply that P\ =  —Ae~pt and P2 =  —B e ~ pt. Then by integration, 
Pi  =  A e- pt C:i an(j p 2 — ^ e- pt _|_ C4i wjiere C3 an(j C4 are constants.
(Ill) Along the horizontal stage of H C V ,  t(s) =  0, 0 <  s < Si ,  r  = 0 =  v, 
u = 1, xq < x < x t , and y =  yo. The conditions given by ( P M P )  on this 
stage of H C V  are as follows. The control u = 1 implies tha t W u =  0. By
(2), this implies that Pi = Now r  =  0 =  v and ( P M P )  imply that
P2 =  0 and P3 =  —p. Then by integration, P 2 =  C5 and P3 =  —ps +  Co, 
where C5 and Co are constants.
Next we observe that
(i) Pi (S2) =  ~  +  ci =  f e ~ pT +  c3,
(ii) P2(S2) -  7(i i ; ; ; xT) =  f e ~ pT +  C4,
(iii) P3(S2) = —pS2e~pT +  c2 =  - ( A x T +  B y 0)e~pT,
(iv) P1(Si)  = = j  +  c3,
(v) P2(Si)  = c5 =  J  +  c4, and
(vi) P3(5 i) =  - p S i  +  cc =  - ( A xt  + B y 0).
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Then (i) through (vi) imply that
ci =  
C2 =  
C3 =
c4 -
+
. P  7 (1 “ ^:) 7
[PS 2 -  (A x t  +  B y Q))e-rT ,
1 _  A
a ( l - x T) p ’
1_________ B
. 7 ( 1  —  Vo / x t ) P .
B
- PT
C5
C’G
+  C4, and
pSi -  (Aet  +  Byo),
where Si -  In 1~a;T 1—10
e pT +  c3,
T  +  and 5  =
i_«x.
+  S2 •
IS
Under what conditions are all of the switching curves nonpositive? The switching 
curves are examined at each stage of H C V .
(I) The vertical stage
(a) W u = a ( l  -  x T)A(xT ,yo,y)e~pT +  ^ 7 (kr?r ,) -  1^ (e~pT -  1). Now
Wu(<S2) — ^ AcP1~x'1'^  — 1^ (e~pT — 1), which is nonpositive iff x t  <  x.
Then W u = e~pTa(  1 -  x T )7(1 -  y / x T )7(1 -  y / x T )Ab{xT , y0 ,h)
negative by Lemma 1. Thus, W u is a decreasing function of s on 
which is nonpositive iff i r  <  x.
(b) W v =  0 since v > 0.
(c) W T =  [ B ( y  -  y 0 ) +  p(S2 -  s)]e~pT, and WT(S) =  - M ( y 0 , y T , X T ) e ~ p T .
Thus, VUt (5) <  0 iff yo/xT  >  z. Next ^ ( S ^ )  =  0. Now,
W T = e~pT[Bj ( l  — y / x t ) — p], which is positive for all y / x T  < z, 
zero for y / x T  — z, and negative for all y / x T  > z. In the case where 
yo/xT < z, W T cannot always be nonnegative since U/T(S') would be
b—y
[S2 ,S]
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positive. W hen y o / x r  > z, W T is negative and W T decreases from 0. Thus, 
W T is nonpositive for every s E [52 ,5] iff y o / xr  >  z.
(II) The constant stage
(a) W u =  _  i](e-P* _  l). Now W u <  0 iff x T < x.
(b) W v -  ^[J?7(l -  yo /xr )  ~  P]{e~pt ~  e~pT). Now W v < 0 iff y0/ x T > z 
since t E [0, Tj.
(c) W T =  0 since r  >  0.
(Ill) The horizontal stage
(a) W u = 0 since u > 0.
(b)
Wv = B { l _ e - P T ) +
P 7 (1 “  yo /xr )  7 (1 - I /o /* ) .
7(1 - y o / x ) Q ( x , y 0)
7(1 - y 0/ x)
Thus, by Lemma 7, W v < 0 for all x < x T - Now x(S\ )  = x T , but 
Wv(5 i) is nonpositive by continuity and the argument given in part (II) 
above.
(c) W T = A(x  — x T ) +  p{Si — s), Wr (0) =  - L f x o ,^ ) ,  and ^ ( ^ i )  =  0. 
Then from Lemma 5, WT(0) <  0 if x r  <  x.  Now, W T =  A a ( \  — x) — p, 
which is positive for all x < x  Hence W T is nonpositive for all s E [0, 5i] 
if x r  <  x.
Now, the lemma follows from (I), (II), and (III).
L em m a  19. The trajectory H C H V  joining (xo,yo) to (x r , y r ) in the fixed time 
interval [0,T] satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle ( P M P )  if and only if
(a) x-0 <  x  ,
(b) F( x , y0, x T , yr)  < 0 ,
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(c) The trajectory is constant at the point (x, yo), and
(e) F(x,yo,XT,x,Tz)  <  0 when y o /p r < 2 , and >  z .
s = S t = T
> >
s = S3 t =T
1 = 0 I =T
F ig u re  2.6  A  t r a je c to ry  o f th e  ty p e  H C H V .
P roo f:
Define S \ , S 2, and S3 to be nonnegative real values such that
(a) 0 <  Si <  S2 < S3 < S,
(b) t(Sx) =  0 and t (S2) =  t (S3) = T,
(c) xq < x'i < x t ,  x (Si )  = x (S 2) = Xi, and x(Ss)  — x t ,  and
(d) y{S\)  =  y{S2) = y (S3) = y0.
Then
(I) Along the vertical stage of H C H V ,  t(s) = T, S3 < s < S, u = 0 =  r, 
v = 1, x = x t ,  and yo < y < yr- The conditions given by ( P M P )  on 
this stage of H C H V  are as follows. The control v =  1 implies that W v = 0. 
By (2), this implies tha t P2 — 7(i_y/a r ) • Now u = 0 =  r  and ( P M P )
imply that P i =  and P3 — —pe~pT. Then by integration,
ci and c2 are constants.
(II) Along the later horizontal stage of H C H V ,  t(s) = T, S2 < s < S 3 ,
t  = 0 =  v, u = 1, Xq < Xi < x  < x t , and y ~  y0. The
conditions given by ( P M P )  on this stage of H C H V  are as follows. The control
e In I 1 — ) +  ci and P3 — —pse pT +  c2, where
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u =  1 implies th a t W u =  0. By (2), this implies tha t P i =  Now
r  =  0 =  v and ( P M P )  imply tha t P2 =  0 and P3 =  —pe~pT. Then by
integration, P2 =  c3 and P3 =  —pse~pT +  c4, where c3 and c4 are constants.
(III) Along the constant stage of H C H V ,  0 <  t(s) < T,  Si  < s < 52,
u  =  0  =  v ,  t  =  1 ,  x =  x i ,  and y =  y o -  The conditions given by
( P M P )  on this stage of H C H V  are as follows. The control r  =  1 implies 
tha t W T = 0. By (2), this implies th a t P3 =  —( A x i +  Byo)e~pt. Now
■u = 0 =  v and ( P M P )  imply tha t Pi =  - A e ~ pt and P2 =  - B e ~ pt. Then
by integration, P i =  ^ e~pt +  C5 and P2 =  -f\e~pt +  cq, where c3 and cq 
are constants.
(IV) Along the earlier horizontal stage of H C H V ,  t(s) =  0, 0 <  s < Si,
t  = 0 =  v, u =  1, Xq < x  < X i , and y = y0. The conditions given 
by ( P M P )  on this stage of H C H V  are as follows. The control u =  1 implies 
tha t W u = 0. By (2), this implies tha t Pi =  a(11_ a) . Now r  =  0 =  v and 
( P M P )  imply that P2 =  0 and P3 =  - p .  Then by integration, P2 =  c7 
and P3 =  —ps + eg, where c7 and eg are constants.
(ii
(iii
(iv
(v
(vi
(vii
(viii
( ix
Next we observe that
(i) Pi(S, )  =
P 2  ( S 3 )  —  c3 — 7(1_Jf0/ x T ) ’
P3(S3) =  - p s 3 +  C2 =  - p s 3 + c4,
A ( 5 2) =  =  j e - pT + c5,
Jp2 ( 5 ,2 )  —  C3 —  j e ~ p T  +  c6,
P3(S2) = - p S 2e~pT + c4 = - ( A x i  +  B y 0)e~pT,
PiiSx)  =  =  f  + c5,
P2{Si) = f  +  c6 =  c7, and 
P3(Si) = - p S i  + c8 =  - ( A x i + B y Q),
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Then (i) through (iii), (v), (vi), (viii), and (ix) imply that
a ( l — x t ) ’
1
C2 =  [pS2 -  (Axi  + B y 0)]e pT =
e —pT
c 3 =
7 ( 1  - y o / x T y
P
B
£7 — — +  Cq,
P
and
c8 =  pS  1 -  {Axi  + B y 0).
Now (iv) and (vii) imply tha t c5 =  e pT[a(1i a;i) Ap a ( l - x i )
A
P
This is possible iff — A =  0 , and this happens iff x\  = x.  Therefore
Under what conditions are all of the switching curves nonpositive? The switching 
curves are examined at each stage of H C H V .
(I) The vertical stage
(a) W u — a ( l  — x t )A.(x t , yo, y)e~pT, which is nonpositive by Lemma 1 since
V > Vo-
(b) W v =  0 since v > 0.
(c) W T = [ A ( x t  -  x)  +  B( y  -  y0) + p{S2 -  s)]e~pT and 
W r {S) = F{x , yo , xT ,yT ) e - pT. ^ 8 , ^ ( 5 )  <  0 iff 
F(x , yo ,XT ,yr )  <  0. Next TTt (5,3) =  L(x,XT)e~pT, which is non-
y / x T  < z, zero for y / x x  — z, and negative for all y / x T  > z. In the
xq < x\  =  x  <  x t - Then S\
positive. Now, W T =  e pT[Bj ( l  — jj/ x t ) — p], which is positive for all
case where yo/xT < z and j j t / x t  > 2, W T achieves a maximum at some 
value S  between S2 and S  where x(S)  =  x t  and y(S)  =  x t z .  Then
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«  =  and
IVT(<S) =  e~pTF(x,yo,XT,XTz) .  Hence, W r (S) is nonpositive whenever 
2/o/ x t  < z  and v t / x t  >  z, iff F ( x , y o , X T , X T Z ) < 0. Thus, W r
is nonpositive under the same conditions as well for all s G [.S3, S']. If 
Uo/ x t  >  z or y T / x t  <  z , then W T is nonpositive for all s since W r is 
either nonpositive or nonnegative for every s G [.S3, 5].
(II) The later horizontal stage
(a) W u = 0 since u > 0.
(b) W v =  ~  *s nonpositive since x  < x t -
(c) W T = [A{x — x) +  p(S2 — s)]e~pT, and W T{S2) — 0. Then from above,
(S3) <  0. Now, W T — [Aa(l  — x) — p\e~pT, which is negative since 
x > x  Hence W T is nonpositive for all s G [S2, S3].
(Ill) The constant stage
(a) W u = _  1 ](e~pt _  e~pT) = 0.
(b) W v =  -7 (1  -  2/o/ x )
l-SSL
P
pT
. Now,
l_lSL 1 
x T
B ( e - PT  _  - Pt \  <OLL  1
P 1 '  7 ( l - W o / x T ) 7 ( l - ! / o / » )
e~pT, which is negative since x < x t - ThenW V(S2) =
W v{S\) =  7(1 — yo/x)Q(x,  ]Jo, x t ), which is negative by Lemma 7, since 
(mo, 2/0) G fV  Then W v = [p — B j ( l  — yo/x)]e~pt which is nonpositive 
iff 2/o/2; <  z and is positive iff yo/x > z. In either case, W v is negative 
for all s G [S i, S2] since W v is either nonpositive or nonnegative for every 
s in the set just mentioned.
(c) W T =  0 since r  >  0.
(IV) The earlier horizontal stage
(a) W u = 0 since u >  0.
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(b)
W v = - PT)  +
,~ P T
7(1 — Uo/ x t ) ' y i l - y o / x )  
= l ( ^ - y o / x ) Q { x , y 0, x T ),
7(1 -  y0/x)
which is negative for all x  G [xo, x], Thus, Wv < 0 for all x < x  and 
therefore all s G [0, Si].
(c) W T =  A( x  — x)  +  /?(S'i — s ), W^O) == —L ( x o,x), and l^rT(S'x) =  0. 
Then from Lemma 5, hFT(0) <  0. Now, W T =  Aa { \  — x) — p, which is 
positive for all x  <  x  Hence W T is nonpositive for all s G [0, .Si].
Now, the lemma follows from (I), (II), (III), and (IV).
L e m m a  20. The trajectory H V C V  joining (xo,yo) to (xT, yr )  in the fixed time 
interval [0,T] satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle ( P M P )  if and only if
(a) E ( x T ,yo,XTz) > 0 ,
(b) The trajectory is constant at the point (x t , x t z ),
(c) F ( x 0 , y 0 , x T , x T z) > 0, and
(d) F(x ,yo,XT,XTz)  > 0 when xq < x, and i r  >  x.
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(xo.y0 )
S = s0 
t = 0
( x T , y T ) 
s = S t =T
s = S3 t =T 
s = S2 t = 0
(xT.yo}
s = S1 t = 0
Figure 2.7 A  trajectory  o f th e typ e  H V CV .
Proof:
D efin e  S \ , S 2 , a n d  S 3  to  b e  n o n n e g a tiv e  rea l va lu es su ch  th a t
(a ) 0 <  S 1 <  S 2 <  S 3 <  S ,
(b ) t ( S i )  =  t ( S 2 ) =  0 a n d  t ( S 3 ) =  T,
(c ) x ( S i )  =  x ( S 2 ) =  x ( S 3 )  — x t , an d
(d ) y0 <  2/1 <  2I T ,  y { S i )  =  yo, a n d  y ( S 2 ) =  y ( S 3 ) =  y i .
T h e n
(I) A lo n g  th e  la ter  v er tica l s ta g e  o f  H V C V ,  t ( s) =  T ,  S 3  <  s <  S ,
u =  0 =  t ,  v =  1, x  =  x t ,  and y o  < y i  < y  < y T -  The conditions 
given by ( P M P )  on this stage of H V C V  are as follows. The control v = 1 
implies that W v =  0. By (2), this implies tha t P2 = y- Now
u =  0 =  r  and ( P M P )  imply that Pi =  — and P3 = —pe~pT.
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Then by integration, P i =  ~  +  ci and
P3 =  —pse~pT +  C2, where ci and C2 are constants.
(II) Along the constant stage of H V C V , 0 <  t{s) < T, S 2 <  s < S 3,
u = 0 = v, t  = 1, x  = x t , and y =  yi. The conditions given by 
{ P M P)  on this stage of H V C V  are as follows. The control t  =  1 implies 
tha t W T =  0. By (2), this implies that P3 =  —(A x t  +  By \ ) e~pt. Now 
u = 0 =  v and { P M P)  imply that Pi — —Ae~pt and P2 =  —B e ~ pt. Then 
by integration, P\ — ~ e ~ pt +  C3 and P2 =  ~ c^ pt +  C4, where C3 and C4 
are constants.
(III) Along the earlier vertical stage of H V C V ,  t{s) =  0, Si  < s < S 2 ,
u =  0 =  r, v = 1, x  =  x t , and yo < y < yi.  The conditions given 
by { P M P )  on this stage of H V C V  are as follows. The control v = 1 implies 
tha t W v =  0. By (2), this implies that P2 =  7(i_y/ZT) • Now u =  0 =  r
and { P M P )  imply that Pi =  — PC¥  and P3 =  —p. Then by integration,
Pi =  - 7(ii_v_j -  7 ln ^  -  +  c5 and -  - p s  +  cc, where c5 and
Co are constants.
(IV) Along the horizontal stage of H V C V ,  t{s) = 0, 0 <  s < Si,  r  = 0 =  v,
u = 1, xq < x  < x t , and y =  yo. The conditions given by { PM P )  on this
stage of H V C V  are as follows. The control u = 1 implies tha t W u = 0. By
(2), this implies that P\ =  Now r  =  0 =  v and { P M P)  imply that
P2 =  0 and P3 =  —p. Then by integration, P2 =  cj and P3 =  — ps +  c$, 
where C7 and eg are constants.
Next we observe that 
(i) Pi(Sa)  =  - 7(i l~ '7^ y -  ^ - 111( 1 - 9 1  / » t )  +  c ,  =  f e ~ r T +  c3,
(H) P, ( S3) = T(1i ; ^ T) =  f e - ' ,T +  c 4 ,
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(iii) P3(S3)
(iv) P1(S2) = j  + C3 =
pS3e pT +  c2 =  - ( A x T + By i )e  pT,
7 ( 1— y i / xt ) ~  +  C b ,
P ' “ ■* 7 ( 1— y i / x r )(v) />2( s 2) =  f  +  C4
(vi) P3(5'2) =  - ( A x T  + By i )  = - p S 2 +  c6,
(vii) Pi (Si )  =
oc(1—x t ) 7(1
(viii) P2{Si)  =  c7 =  1 and
7 ( 1 _ Vo/ x t ) ’
(ix) P3(Si) =  -P-^I +  ce =  - p S \  +  c8.
Then (i), (iii), (iv), and (vi) through (ix) imply that
ci = — H jz---- — 1----r +  - l n f l  -  y i / x ^ \ ] e  pT +  c3,p l ( l - y i / x T ) 7  V J
c2 = [pS3 -  (AxT + By i )  
A  1
, - p T
c3 — — M —r  ln{ 1 - j/ i /a sT  J +  c5,
P 7(1 - V i / X T )  7
1
c3 =  
cg =  
C7 =
+
1 , I ,  A _ y ± \
a (  1 - x t ) ' 7 ( 1 - ^ )  7 'A  W ’
-  (AxT + By i )  =  c8, 
1
7 ( 1 - ^ ) '
and
Now (ii) and (v) imply that c4 =  -  j ] e  pT =  7(i - y11/ xr)
This is possible iff ?/i =  x t z . Then Si =  — ^  ,
S 2 -  ir«sL
'  * T r p
1 - z + S u  S3 = T  + S2, and 5  =  - f 21 In T +  S3
Under what conditions are all of the switching curves nonpositive? The switching 
curves are examined at each stage of H V C V .
(I) The later vertical stage
(a) W u -  - E ( x T , y0 , x Tz) +  a ( l  -  x T )A(xT , x Tz, y)e~pT.
Now IUU(S3) =  — E ( x t , yo, x t z )  which is nonpositive iff 
E { x T ,y0 , x Tz) > 0. Then
■«> 
|ta
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W u = e rTa { l - x T ) l ( l - y / x T )Ab(xT , x T z,b) is negative
b—y
by Lemma 1. Thus, W u is a decreasing function of s on [S3, S] which is 
nonpositive iff E(xT,yo,XTz)  >  0 .
(b) W v =  0 since v >  0.
(c) W T =  [ B ( y - x Tz)+p(S3 - s ) ]e~pT, a n d W r (S) = - M ( x Tz, yT , x T )e~pT. 
Thus, by Lemma 6 , ITr (S) <  0. Next, WV(S3) =  0. Now,
W T = e-/,T [2?7 ( l — y / x x )  —p], which is nonpositive since y/xj -  >  y i / x ?  
and y i / x T  = z. Thus, W T decreases from 0 and is therefore nonpositive 
for every s G [S3,S].
(II) The constant stage
(a) W u =  [(7  ~  a (i - ^ ))(e~pt ~  X) +  M x T , y 0, x Tz) \a( l  -  x T ). Now, 
W^«(S3) =  - E ( x T , yo,xT z) and W U(S2) =  A(xT , yo, x Tz )a ( l  -  x T ) 
which is nonpositive by Lemma 1. Thus, WU(S) <  0 iff 
E ( x T ,y0 , x Tz) > 0. Then VFu(s) =  —(Aa( l  — x t )  — p)e~pt which is 
negative if x t  < x,  zero if X? =  x , and positive if x t  > x.  In any 
of these three cases W u is nonpositive for all s G [S2, S3] whenever both 
endpoints are negative.
(b) W v = i [B 7 (l -  z) -  p] (e -^  -  e~PT ) = 0.
(c) W T =  0 since r  >  0.
(Ill) The earlier vertical stage
(a) W u =  «(1 — x t )A(x t , yo, y) which is nonpositive by Lemma 1 since
y > yo-
(b) W v = 0 since v >  0.
(c) W T = B( y  -  x Tz) +  p(S2 -  s), W T(S2) =  0, and
W t(S i) =  M(yo,XTZ,XT)■ Now, by Lemma 6 , W T(Si) <  0. Further­
more, W T — B rj{l — y / x x )  — Pi which is nonnegative since y/xq- <  y i / x x
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for all y G [yo, Vt ], and y \ /x y  =  z. Thus W T is a nonpositive function 
of s from 0 to Si.
(IV) The horizontal stage
(a) W u = 0 since u > 0.
(b) W v =  (\-y°jxl)  ~~ 1 nonpositive since x < x t -
(c) W T = A( x  — x t )  +  B( y0 — x t z )  + p(S2 — s) and 
wv(0) =  —F ( x 0,yo,XT,XTz).  Thus, ITr (0) <  0 iff 
F{x0,yo,XT,XTz) > 0. Then from above, PVt (5 i) <  0 . Now,
W T =  Aa(  1 — x) — p, which is positive for all x < x,  zero for x  =  x, 
and negative for all x  >  x.  In the case where xq < x  and 
x t  > x, W T achieves a maximum at some value S  between 0 and Si, 
where x(S)  =  x  and y(S) =  yo- Then S  =  —^ l n ^ j[~”-^ and
W T{S) =  —F(x,  yo, XT, x t z ). Hence, H/rr (S) is nonpositive whenever
xq < x  and x t  > x, iff F(x,yo,XT,XTz)  > 0. Thus, W T is nonpositive
under the same conditions as well for all s G [0, Si]. If x'o >  x  or
x t  ^  then W T is nonpositive for all s since W T is either nonpositive 
or nonnegative for every s G [0, Si].
Now, the lemma follows from (I), (II), (III), and (IV).
C H A PTER  4: CONCLUSIONS
In the preceeding chapters, two singular optimal control problems based on 
generalizations of the Vidale-Wolfe Advertising Model [1] have been analyzed in 
detail. In chapter 1, a free endpoint one-dimensional infinite horizon problem with 
a general time-varying market was solved using dynamic programming and the 
Verification Theorem of Fleming and Rishel [2]. However, the finite time version 
of this particular problem remains unsolved, as does the two dimensional infinite 
horizon version.
In chapter 2, a two-dimensional finite time fixed endpoint problem was analyzed 
and solved in the normal case using the Pontryagin Maximum Principle [3]. The 
abnormal case for this problem has not yet been analyzed. O ther related open 
problems are three or higher-dimensional versions of the above problems.
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